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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the findings of RLUK’s digital scholarship survey, which was undertaken between
January-April 2019. The purpose of survey was to establish the nature and extent of digital scholarship
activities taking place within RLUK member libraries, the infrastructural, skills and funding requirements
of these activities, and the potential areas for future collective action between RLUK members. It also
sought to enable international benchmarking between RLUK member libraries and their counterparts in
North America and Ireland through its alignment with research undertaken elsewhere.
The Digital Scholarship survey and this report are not intended to be standalone pieces of work. Instead,
they are to play an integral role in shaping RLUK’s activities under its strategy, Reshaping Scholarship, and
in particular to inform and guide the work of its Digital Scholarship Network (DSN) and Special Collections
Leadership Network (SCLN). The results of this survey will support the work of both networks, whilst also
identifying areas of collaboration between them. The following report addresses eight thematic strands
in relation to Digital Scholarship activities occurring within RLUK member libraries. Its key findings and
recommendations are:
 Familiar activities, less familiar term: Digital scholarship is a fluid term within RLUK member
libraries. Although most members have some form of working definition, these are often imprecise
and can encompass a wide variety of activities. It is not a term that is used widely amongst researchers,
although the activities that fall under it are familiar to them;
 Collection-centric: Libraries are most confident and experienced regarding digital scholarship
activities which relate to collections and their discoverability, including digitisation, metadata
creation, and curation. Libraries are less confident with more technically complex activities, such as
encoding content, visualisation, or statistical analysis, and these often occur outside of the library;
 Mixed economy of support: The library exists within a ‘mixed economy’ of digital scholarship
support and is sometimes only one of a number of places from which a researcher can receive support
for digital scholarship activities. The library has an important role as a broker between researchers
and other units and departments within its institution, providing a neutral space for creativity and
experimentation;
 Researcher driven and project specific: The majority of digital scholarship projects emerge from
academic departments, with the library acting as a service provider or research partner. This means
that funding for digital scholarship activities is often project specific and time limited, making
sustainability of services and skills retention difficult;
 The library as provider, partner, pioneer: This is a period of transition for libraries in their
relationship with researchers and the research process. Many libraries are moving from being ‘service
providers’, to take more of an active role as ‘research partners’, and ‘pioneers’ of new processes and
platforms. This is deliberate and libraries are looking for ways of furthering this transition through
the creation of dedicated digital scholarship spaces, teams, and resources, as catalysts for increased
collaboration;
 Centralised units: The process of the library becoming a research partner is aided by the creation of
digital scholarship units and departments within the library, allowing the enhanced co-ordination of
its partnership activities with academic researchers, the demarcation of digital scholarship budgets,
and the raising of its internal profile within its home institution. These are, however, in the minority
and most research libraries see their digital scholarship activities distributed throughout the library;
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 Sustainability: Research libraries can struggle to make digital scholarship services sustainable due
to their dependence on project funding and the difficulty in attracting highly skilled, technically
specialist staff within a competitive job market. In some libraries, postgraduate assistants provide
valuable support, particularly around more technically complex activities;
 The digital shift: Changes occurring within the collection are enabling new possibilities for digital
scholarship activity. Although digitised content forms the majority of digital collections currently,
research libraries perceive the greatest area of future growth to be in relation to born-digital
collections.
These are some of the key, high-level findings of the digital scholarship survey, which will be explored in
greater detail in this report. In addition to these findings, the report also makes a series of recommendations
for RLUK. These include:
 Collective experience: RLUK should work to harness and bring together the collective experience of
its members through its member networks and case studies. In particular, it should support members
in their efforts towards internal advocacy and raising the profile of their digital scholarship activities;
 Skills exchanges and peer mentoring: At a more granular level, RLUK should facilitate the exchange
of more specialist skills and experience between colleagues through peer-mentoring opportunities
and ‘skills swaps’;
 Collective action: RLUK should support collective action around the acquisition of systems and
platforms amongst members, particularly in relation to digital preservation where feasible;
 Collaboration: RLUK should use the results of this survey and this report to open and develop
conversations with strategic partners, both nationally and internationally, to examine the potential
for wider collective action for the benefit of its membership.
There follows a detailed exploration of the survey results, with each report section offering a series of
high-level headlines to illustrate some of the key trends emerging from this research.
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INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
Research libraries are increasingly engaged with a wide variety of initiatives broadly judged to be in support
of digital scholarship. Used as an umbrella term which cuts across multiple disciplinary and professional
boundaries, digital scholarship has been described as ‘the increasingly diverse application of digital
technology to scholarly activity, with a particular emphasis on openness, cross-disciplinary collaboration,
and challenging traditional and established methodological norms’.1 Although the definition of digital
scholarship has remained fluid, and sometimes contested, many of the activities it is seen to encompass
are familiar to research libraries.
Recent surveys, in North America, Europe, and specifically within Ireland and the UK, have highlighted
the important and changing role research libraries are playing in the development and delivery of digital
scholarship resources.2 These have included the creation and management of digital repositories, the
acquisition of digital collections (both born digital and digitised), the curation of digital exhibitions, digital
preservation, data management, the supporting of open access, digital publishing, metadata creation, the
development of new discovery platforms, and enabling text and data mining. Although highly technical in
many areas, the development and delivery of these resources depend on a wider skill set relating to areas
of project management, measures of impact, and copyright. RLUK’s own 2017 study into the provision
of digital humanities tools within libraries demonstrated that the delivery of digital projects and the
creation of digital resources and platforms are best achieved when the library is a valued and integral
partner from the outset, thus drawing on additional skills of partnership management, negotiation, and
advocacy for the library and its activities.3
The continued growth and diversification of activities associated with digital scholarship offer many
opportunities for libraries to work and collaborate in new ways, both within and beyond their own
institution. Yet they also pose a series of infrastructural, skills, and cultural challenges, in a continually
shifting landscape. These opportunities and challenges are recognised by the prominence given to digital
scholarship within RLUK’s strategy, Reshaping Scholarship.4 A key element of RLUK’s work in this area
has been the creation of a Digital Scholarship Network (DSN), a peer network of over 60 representatives
drawn from across the RLUK membership who are actively engaged in the development and delivery of
digital scholarship services within their libraries. Following its launch in November 2018, the DSN is
investigating opportunities for collective action to support members as they design and deliver digital
scholarship services and will lead a programme of work in support of RLUK’s strategy.
Digital scholarship survey: Questioning and international alignment
To inform this work and in order to better understand the digital scholarship services being developed and
delivered within RLUK member libraries, and the infrastructure, skills and funding requirements of these,
RLUK conducted a digital scholarship survey of its 37 member libraries between February and April 2019.
The digital scholarship survey was designed and developed by the DSN, working with members of the
RLUK Executive.5 The survey consisted of 42 substantive questions and 45 sub-questions, and these were
divided between eight thematic sections. Each of these sections related to a different element of digital
scholarship activity or requirement, including the nature of digital scholarship services and support,
staffing, organisation and location, skills, partnerships, funding, and assessment activity. These sections
were aligned with previous research undertaken by the Association of Research Libraries in North America
(2016), and more recently by the Consortium of National and University Libraries in Ireland (CONUL) in
2018.6
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The alignment of these surveys has enabled the partial benchmarking of RLUK members with their
international counterparts and will facilitate the sharing of best practice internationally.7 Like the ARL
and CONUL surveys, the RLUK survey centred its questions around 19 categories of digital scholarship
activity and these were explored in seven thematic sections.8 Following consultation with members of
the DSN, an additional category was also added in relation to ‘building IT infrastructure’ in a number of
sections, and an eighth section added, which related to the growth and diversification of born digital and
digitised collections (termed the ‘digital shift’ within collections). Therefore, although the RLUK survey
was aligned with those conducted by ARL and CONUL, it was not a direct duplication of these and some of
the previous surveys’ questions were removed, rephrased, or re-focused within the RLUK survey following
feedback from DSN members. The eight thematic sections included within the RLUK survey were:
1. Services/supports
2. Staffing
3. Organisation and location
4. Staff profiles and skills
5. Partnerships
6. Funding
7. Assessment activity
8. Digital shift in collections
A number of notable differences also exist in relation to the size and chronology of the three surveys.
Significant variations exist in the number of respondents to the three surveys, with ARL’s being
completed by 73 institutions, CONUL’s by 11 institutions, and RLUK’s by 30 (27 of which completed
sections comparable to the ARL and CONUL surveys). A note of caution should also be made regarding
the chronology of the three surveys. Whereas RLUK’s and CONUL’s surveys were conducted within 13
months of one another (January 2018 and February 2019), the research underpinning the ARL survey was
undertaken in January-February 2016, and therefore reflected the situation amongst ARL members three
years before RLUK’s survey was undertaken. The comparison between the three international studies is
therefore only intended to be illustrative. The surveys were not identical or contemporaneous. When
significant differences exist in the survey questioning, these are noted within the analysis. A complete set
of questions from the RLUK survey are included within the appendix of this report.
Survey audience and respondents
The survey was circulated via RLUK’s Digital Scholarship Network (DSN) and Special Collections
Leadership Network (SCLN). The sections 1-7 of the survey were open to members of the DSN, whereas
section 8, relating to the ‘digital shift’ within collections, was open to members of this and the SCLN. The
decision to invite members of two RLUK networks to complete portions of this survey reflects the fact
that digital scholarship touches upon the activities of both, and that completing this survey would assist
in identifying areas of common interest between the DSN and SCLN, and potential areas of future crossworking.
It was also hoped that the survey would act as a catalyst for conversation within RLUK members regarding
the nature and extent of digital scholarship services, and how these relate to the changing nature of
collections. Indeed, several members reported that the completion of the survey had led to conversations
between teams and departments regarding the nature of their work and that this was a positive result
from the survey in itself.
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Digital scholarship survey: Response and results
The RLUK digital scholarship survey was open for six weeks between 25th February and 12th April 2019.
A total of 38 responses were received to the survey, from 30 RLUK members (81% of the membership).
Members were able to make multiple responses, whether on behalf of the DSN, SCLN, or both networks.
Of those members that responded, 27 members submitted full responses (completing all eight sections
of the survey), representing 73% of the RLUK membership, two members submitted duplicate returns (2
full returns received from a single member), six made more detailed responses on behalf of the SCLN (in
addition to a return by their DSN colleagues), whereas three members submitted responses to section 8
alone (on behalf of the SCLN). Where a single member returned a duplicate full response (two members),
the answers were compared and consolidated into a single member response so as not to double-represent
that member in the survey return. On the occasion of one member feeling unable to make a survey return,
a telephone interview was held to discuss some of their experiences.
The survey results were analysed throughout April and early May. The following report offers an overview
of the results of this survey, drawing out key trends and patterns, whilst making comparisons with the
findings of research undertaken elsewhere. For ease of comprehension, this report is structured around
the eight thematic strands of the survey and will deal with the results of each of these in turn. In addition
to these thematic strands, this report also includes two additional sections which consider the future
of digital scholarship within research libraries and RLUK’s role in supporting member activities. It is
RLUK’s intention that this report, therefore, is not seen as a standalone piece of research but as a working
document to inform the future work of RLUK’s Digital Scholarship and Special Collections Leadership
Networks, and to identify areas of potential cross-working between them.
Analytical note
The following sections 1-7 explore the nature and variety of digital scholarship services across those
twenty-seven RLUK members who responded to the digital scholarship survey in full. Duplicate responses
from a single member have been combined, so that each respondent represents a single RLUK member
library. Section 8 will consider responses from both the DSN and SCLN, to which 36 responses were
received in total from 30 RLUK members. Once again, duplicate responses have been combined to form
a single institutional response. Two units of measurement are used in the analysis of this report. The
percentage of respondents (members) that provided a certain answer and the number of responses this
equates to (given in brackets). The inclusion of two measures is intended to assist the reader is assessing
the proportional significance of responses and to what extent these are shared throughout the RLUK
membership. Each section of this report will begin with a concise overview of the results of the survey via
a series of ‘headline points’. A more detailed analysis of the results will then be made within each section,
followed by the comparison of RLUK results with those of the ARL and CONUL surveys. A full set of the
survey results can be found within the report appendix.
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SECTION 1 - DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP: SERVICES AND SUPPORT
 78% (21) of respondents have working definitions of digital scholarship, although these are often
high-level and fluid;
 41% (11) of the libraries who responded to the survey have a dedicated digital scholarship/
humanities team, network, or department;
 Of the nineteen categories of digital scholarship activities included within this survey, the library
was identified as the main place of support for researchers for seven activities. These were largely
collection focused and related to the discovery, presentation, and preservation of digital/digitised
collections;
 A mixed picture emerges for the other twelve categories of digital scholarship activities, particularly
those which require a high level of technical skill, infrastructure or design, with the library only
being one of the places of support a researcher can go;
 Digital scholarship initiatives largely originate from within the library or from academic researchers,
with there being a balance between the library as partner and service provider;
 Digital scholarship services are tailored towards the support of affiliated researchers and
postgraduates, although some members do support the general public and third parties and
commercial organisations.
Working definitions of digital scholarship
As has been discussed extensively within the literature and other research reports, a key challenge around
digital scholarship is one of definition. At the opening of the survey, respondents were asked for a working
definition of digital scholarship within their institution.9 Of the 27 responses received to this question,
6 reported that there was no active working definition of digital scholarship within their institution or
that this term was not used. Of the remaining 21 responses, the definitions used often related to the
generic application of digital technologies to the research process, including Schlosser’s 2013 definition
of ‘research and teaching that is made possible by digital technologies, or that takes advantage of them
to ask and answer questions in new ways’.10 On the whole, where definitions existed, they encompassed:
 The application of computational methods to fields of study, the exploitation of digital collections,
and the focusing on producing digital outputs;
 The inclusion of digital technologies throughout the research cycle;
 That the definition of digital scholarship goes beyond the digital humanities, and encompasses a wider
array of subjects across arts, humanities, social sciences, and STEM;
 That working definitions of digital scholarship include digital humanities and open scholarship more
generally;
 Digital scholarship is often defined by the aims of the library’s strategy and the activities that result
(defined through practice).
It is apparent that there remains a degree of obscurity regarding the definition of digital scholarship and
what this means within a research library context. Definitions are most precise when digital scholarship
can be related to the aims and ambitions of library strategies, where they can be defined by ‘practice’ and
at a service level.
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Digital scholarship: structure and services
The fluidity in the definition of digital scholarship within libraries
may, in part, be a reflection of the variety of places and
structures in which digital scholarship services originate,
are developed, and are delivered. It is apparent that digital
scholarship activities originate from, and occur within, a
wide variety of institutional departments, centres, and
structures, only some of which are within, or overlap
with, the library. Within the survey responses, 69% (18)
of respondents report that digital scholarship activities
or initiatives originate from within the library, 73%
(19) from researchers working in partnership with the
library, and 69% (18) from researchers, with the library
acting as a service provider.11 The role of the library in
both the development and delivery of digital scholarship
services, including in partnership with academics, is evident.
In qualitative comments, it is apparent that the role of the
library as ‘partner’ and ‘provider’ is topical, with libraries Word cloud based on the survey respondents’ working
definition of digital scholarship
being both proactive and reactive in identifying and meeting
researcher needs.
The library’s role as a partner with third parties was also evident, 58% (15) of respondents reporting
that digital scholarship initiatives originated from third parties and external organisations, these
including other libraries (as partners), information services providers, and external researchers from
other institutions. The fluidity in where digital scholarship initiatives originate from, and how the library
relates to these, is reflected in terms of structures. Only 26% (7) of respondents reported that there was
a dedicated digital scholarship department, unit, centre or network within their library and a further
15% (4) reported that they also had such a unit, but it focused more specifically on digital humanities.
The remaining 56% (16) of respondents reported that they either did not have a dedicated department,
team, network or centre, or 4% (1) did not know whether such existed, implying that these services were
dispersed throughout the library or elsewhere.12
Despite the absence of formal structures or teams within libraries, it is clear that they have an integral
role in the development and delivery of digital scholarship services, and that their activities come
alongside those delivered elsewhere across the wider institution and beyond. Respondents were asked
questions about where a researcher, whether staff, student, or external researcher, could find support
for nineteen categories of digital scholarship activity.13 As might be expected, the library is seen to have
particular strengths in supporting researchers around the discovery, presentation, and preservation of
digital collections. 100% of respondents (27) reported that the library supported the curation of digital
collections and metadata creation, 96% (26) digitisation and 93% (25) digital preservation or data curation
and management.
Respondents reported that libraries offered less support around some of the more technical categories of
digital scholarship activity such as encoding content, interface design or database development (48%, 13;
41%, 11; 37%, 10; of respondents reporting the library offered support for these activities, respectively).
Although still playing a role, the library was only one of a several places where a researcher could find
support for computational text analysis/support, 3D modelling and printing, and GIS and digital mapping
(26%, 7). For these activities, which can require specific technical infrastructure and equipment, the survey
respondents reported that researchers could find support elsewhere within the institution (56%, 15; 56%,
15; 63%, 17 respectively), although a number of respondents recorded support for encoding content or
software development within the library (48%, 13; 26%, 7 respectively).14
11
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Figure 1: Question 7.2, Please indicate where a researcher at your institution… can find support for digital scholarship
activities [check all that apply] (27 responses).

As might be expected, digital scholarship services were primarily aimed at supporting affiliated researchers
and postgraduates (74% of respondents, 20, answering positively to each), undergraduates (52%, 14), and
external researchers (41%, 11), reaffirming the library’s primary function of supporting its own researchers
and students in digital scholarship activities, and the wider research community.15 There was evidence of
wider social engagement, with 15% (4) of respondents reporting they support the general public and 30%
(8) as supporting third parties and commercial organisations.16 In the qualitative comments that followed
this question, it is apparent that much of a library’s support for digital scholarship initiatives are adhoc and are supported on a project-by-project basis, with those brought forward by affiliated researchers
being given priority.
International comparison
The results from the RLUK survey are broadly in line with those recorded by both the ARL in North America
and CONUL in Ireland, with a few notable exceptions. As is the case amongst RLUK members, support for
digital scholarship can be found throughout ARL and CONUL libraries. The results from RLUK members
reaffirm the finding of these surveys that activities around digitisation (97% ARL, 96% RLUK), digital
preservation (95% ARL, 93% RLUK), and metadata creation (95% ARL, 100% RLUK) are key strengths of
libraries. These categories also scored highly within the CONUL survey, although exact percentages were
not given.17
All three surveys also reveal the importance of partnership working between the library, other parts of
the institution, and external organisations. There are some notable differences in the results however.
RLUK members appear less likely to support GIS and digital mapping within the library than their North
American counterparts (89% of ARL respondents supporting this activity within the library, compared to
26% of RLUK respondents), project planning (84% ARL, 48% RLUK), and software development (48% ARL,
26% RLUK).
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These activities are more likely to occur elsewhere within the institution for RLUK members, reaffirming
the importance of collaborative working beyond the library. As was the case for RLUK members, ARL
and CONUL also report that those categories of digital scholarship activity which require high levels
of technical skill or infrastructure are more likely to receive greater support from elsewhere within the
institution than within the library.18
These include activities such as 3-D modelling and printing, visualisation, database development, and
statistical analysis. In terms of those individuals who receive digital scholarship support from the library,
a lower proportion of RLUK members offer digital scholarship support to affiliated researchers than was
recorded in the ARL survey results (ARL 99%; RLUK 77%), although this apparent discrepancy is partially
due to the RLUK survey creating separate survey categories for undergraduate and postgraduate students
(rather than including them within the generic banner of ‘affiliated researcher’).
When postgraduates and undergraduates are included within the affiliated researcher category, RLUK’s
response increases to 81% (21), which is also comparable to CONUL’s survey results. A higher proportion
of RLUK members offer support to external researchers (RLUK 42%, ARL 23%), which may be due to the
presence of national libraries and national research libraries within the RLUK membership, with almost
half (45%, 5) of those offering digital scholarship support to external researchers having this status.19 Both
the RLUK and ARL surveys reported that 15% of respondents supported members of the general public.
The services and support offered by RLUK members around digital scholarship activities are comparable
in their variety to those offered by ARL and CONUL libraries in North America and Ireland, although
the survey did not capture the scale of these. Each of the three surveys reveal that the libraries’ key
strengths relate to those activities which have a close relationship with collections including preservation
and access and imaging, whereas libraries are less able to offer support around activities which require a
high-level of technical skill or infrastructure (although support for these is wider within North American
institutions).
This is broadly true whether or not the RLUK library is in a converged service with IT. The availability
of support for more technically intensive services elsewhere within, and beyond, the RLUK library reemphasises the importance of the library working in partnership and that its work cannot be seen in
isolation, being one of a number of places in which digital scholarship activities occur and researchers/
students come for support.
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SECTION 2 - DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP: STAFFING
 Every staff category included within the survey has some involvement in the support of digital
scholarship activities;
 Although support is offered for some digital scholarship activities within the library, this doesn’t
mean that the activity is necessarily regularly undertaken;
 Digital scholarship activities which fall under the established role and remit of the library receive
the greatest support, whereas those which involve emerging technologies, specialist equipment,
or require bespoke technical skills are not supported as regularly;
 Librarians and archivists take an active role in supporting digital scholarship services in relation
to the discovery and preservation of collections, whereas other professional and support staff are
more likely to lead technical elements around system design and encoding content;
 ‘Other professional staff (e.g. IT, HR, financial)’ play a significantly larger role in supporting digital
scholarship activities within RLUK members than in their ARL counterparts; 20
 Interns and postgraduate assistants are a consistent presence throughout, as are volunteers. These
sometimes act as a ‘bridge’ between librarians, archivists, and other professional staff.
The survey results have demonstrated the wide variety of roles, located throughout the library and wider
institution, that are involved in the support of digital scholarship activities. Librarians and archivists are
seen to support the widest variety of services, particularly towards enabling the discovery of collections,
which includes the creation of metadata (93%, 25, and 85%, 23, of respondents citing that librarians and
archivists support this work within their library), the curation of digital collections (85%, 23, for both
librarian and archivist), and the digitisation of analogue material (63%, 17, and 74%, 20, for librarian and
archivist respectively).
Divergence between the support offered by librarians and archivists becomes more evident in relation to
digital preservation (where 81%, 22, of respondents reported that archivists supported this work but only
56%, 15, that librarians did) and digital publishing (52%, 14, librarian, 22%, 6, archivist). A broad array of
other professional staff are seen to support services, particularly those working in IT around interface
design and/or usability (63%, 17, of respondents), database development (56%, 15) and data curation
and management, digital exhibitions, digital preservation, project planning, project management, and
technical upkeep (52%, 14).
The library’s close-working relationship with other professional services such as IT can therefore be seen
as integral to its support of digital scholarship services. A number of respondents commented on the
benefit of having small teams of technical staff (e.g. developers) located within the library, who were
able to support digitisation projects, developing software, metadata and database creation, and web
development. They also commented on the importance of drawing on a wider pool of expertise from
across the institution, both on the technical side but also curatorial (e.g. museum staff) in relation to
digital exhibits.
A number of staff categories can be seen as having a bridging role between library staff and other
professional services. Postgraduate assistants, for example, were named by 26% (7) of respondents as
supporting work around computational text analysis and support, an area where fewer librarians were
offering support (15%, 4). When they do occur within the library, services and support relating to project
planning and management were revealed as almost equally split between librarians, archivists, and other
professionals.
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Figure 2: Question 10, Please indicate which categories of library staff support the digital scholarship activities listed
below. [Check all that apply] (27 responses).

The survey has revealed a disparity between those services which are supported within the library (Figure
1, above) and those which are actively undertaken by library staff (Figure 2, above). 59% (16) of respondents
to Question 10 reported, for example, that 3-D modelling and printing were not currently undertaken
within the library (Figure 2), although previously 24% (7) of respondents to Question 7.2 reported that
this activity was supported within the library and 59% (15) reported it was supported elsewhere within
the institution (Figure 1). Similarly, 48% (13) of respondents to Question 10 reported that computational
text analysis and developing digital software, and 52% (14) that statistical analysis, were not currently
undertaken, but that 30% (8) of respondents to Question 7.2. could offer support for statistical analysis,
26% (7) for computational text analysis, and 26% (7) for developing digital scholarship software within
the library (Figure 1).21 This might suggest that although a service is not currently undertaken, support for
these activities are available within the library if required.
International comparison
As is the case in North America and Ireland, library staff within RLUK members can be seen to be actively
engaged in the support and delivery of digital scholarship services, whether within the library or in
partnership with others within and beyond their organisation. Like in the ARL and CONUL research,
librarians within RLUK members are involved in supporting all 19 categories of the DS activities surveyed
to some extent. As with the research conducted elsewhere, the most comprehensive support relates
to collections, including making digital collections, creating metadata, and offering data curation and
management support.22
As has been demonstrated previously, what is evident however, is that librarians (and library staff more
generally) within RLUK members are part of a ‘mixed economy’ of support. Fewer RLUK respondents report
librarians as the primary source of support for digital scholarship activities in comparison to their ARL
or CONUL counterparts. In their survey in Ireland, CONUL’s survey respondents reported that librarians
primarily supported 10 of the 19 digital scholarship activities surveyed, whereas archivists supported 3,
and support staff 2.23
15
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In North America, librarians were the primary source of support for 17 activities, archivists 0, and support
staff, 0.24 Within the RLUK survey, support is seen to be distributed more evenly throughout the library,
with librarians only being the primary support for 4 of the 19 categories,25 archivists 4,26 and support
staff, 0.27 Instead, what was more prominent within the RLUK survey responses, and partially mirrored in
the ARL and CONUL survey results, was the role undertaken by ‘other professional staff’, who were the
primary support for 8 categories of digital scholarship activity within the RLUK responses (3 categories
within the ARL results).28 The support offered by ‘other professional staff’, in comparison to librarians/
archivists, is particularly noticeable in more technically intensive areas, such as developing digital
scholarship software,29 database development,30 and interface design31 (Figure 2).
Archivists can also be seen to take a more prominent role in supporting digital scholarship activities
within the RLUK survey results than was the case in Ireland and North America. Within the RLUK results,
archivists are reported to support all of the activities surveyed apart from statistical analysis/support,
often being a close second behind librarians in the support they offer, and being the primary origin of
support for digitisation, digital preservation, and joint with librarians/other professionals for curating
digital collections and encoding content.32
The role of postgraduate assistants and interns in offering support for some activities was also reflected
in both the ARL and CONUL results and, as with the RLUK survey, their contribution included offering
support around the creation of digital collections, digitisation, metadata creation, and some more
technical aspects, such as encoding content, 3D modelling, and developing digital scholarship software.33
In relation to postgraduate assistants, the area where they offered the greatest support within RLUK
members was computational text analysis/support, something not reflected to the same extent in the
other surveys (RLUK, 27%, ARL, 20%; CONUL, 0%, although this was termed ‘grad students’ within the
CONUL survey), where this work was undertaken by librarians and ‘other professionals’.34
Noticeable differences therefore exist between those categories of staff who are the main source of support
for digital scholarship activities between the three surveys. As stated above, RLUK members offer a more
distributed and ‘mixed economy’ of support for digital scholarship, with colleagues throughout the library
supporting these activities and, as demonstrated in Question 7.2, throughout the wider institution.
The importance of the library forging close working relationships with technical staff is evident, something
potentially enhanced by the creation of converged services between RLUK member libraries and their
IT departments. The apparent role of postgraduates and interns in offering bespoke, and temporary,
technical expertise and support is also more evident within RLUK members. In all, it is apparent that
RLUK members can successfully draw upon a diverse range of skills and expertise from multiple sources,
something which may result from an absence of core funding to support these activities directly (see
Section 6, below), but which further emphasises the role of the library as a visible and proactive partner
within its wider institution.
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SECTION 3 - STAFF ORGANISATION AND LOCATION
 For the majority of digital scholarship activities, particularly those in emerging fields, staff are
distributed throughout the library;
 Well-established library activities associated with digital scholarship (e.g. digitisation) see staff
concentrated in a single department or unit;
 41% (11) of respondents say they have now created or reorganised a department or unit specifically
to lead digital scholarship activities within the library;
 Where they do exist, the creation of single units or departments, although presenting a number of
challenges, are seen as beneficial for the library and its development of digital scholarship services
in partnership with academic and other units;
 The library exists within a wider institutional landscape of digital scholarship activity, placing an
emphasis on partnership working with other departments and faculties. Those departments and
units that exist outside of the library which are involved in the development and delivery of digital
scholarship activities tend to focus digital humanities and vary from established centres to informal
networks.
Those staff responsible for developing and delivering digital scholarship services and activities are often
distributed within member libraries. Five digital scholarship activities were identified as primarily being
undertaken by staff distributed throughout the library.35 These were metadata creation, for which 81%
(22) of respondents reported activities being undertaken by staff distributed throughout the library,
curating digital collections 63% (17), digital preservation 59% (16), project planning 59% (16), and project
management 52% (14). Only digitisation was undertaken by staff primarily located within a single library
department/unit (56%, 15), although almost half of respondents reported that staff were located within
a single department/unit in regard to data curation and digital exhibits (with 48% of respondents, 13
respectively).
A mixed picture therefore emerges relating to organisational structure, with the dispersal of activities across
the library, individual departments, and dedicated teams. Free text responses from respondents suggest
that although colleagues may belong to a single unit or department, the latter is only responsible for one
or two digital scholarship activities, and therefore these activities will draw on multiple departments or
teams. Examples given include the project management of a digital scholarship project being supported
by a Service Assessment and Development team, the curation of digital collections and digitisation by
Special Collections and Archives, and data curation and management by Scholarly Communications.
Similarly, activities such as digital publishing may fall to teams that support a university press, database
and software development to a library technical team, and statistical analysis and visualisation to a digital
skills team. It was these free-text responses that reveal the level and potential of collaboration within
and beyond the library, with several respondents making reference to their own institution’s particular
structures, particularly the need to work with IT colleagues outside of the library (for those that are not
part of a converged service) and those working within museums and galleries around digital curation.
Where there are technical teams based within the library, those named relate to software development
and digitised content.
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Figure 3: Question 11, To help us understand how staff are organised within the library to develop and deliver digital
scholarship, for each activity listed below, please indicate whether staff are: [check all that apply] (27 responses).

As has been seen in the responses to Question 10 and Question 11, digital scholarship services and activity,
and the staff that support them, are largely dispersed throughout the library. The success of these activities
appears to depend on a high-level of collaboration within and beyond the library, with a single project
potentially drawing on several departments and teams simultaneously, sometimes in an ad-hoc manner.
Despite this, attempts have been made in a number of institutions to introduce a degree of consolidation
through the creation of a single department or unit to specifically develop and deliver digital scholarship
activities. 41% (11) respondents have confirmed that such a unit has been created within their library,
whereas a further 7% (2) have said that such a unit has been created but outside of the library.36
No respondents reported that they were planning to create a unit in the future. Of those that have been
created within the library, it appears these have been iterative in their development and remit, and several
respondents reported that the group or unit now responsible for digital scholarship has evolved from
an earlier body.37 Those named departments or units included titles such as the Digital Scholarship and
Innovation Group, Digital Transitions Department, Research Support Team, Digital Scholarship or Digital
Engagement Team, and Digital Research Division. All appear to have a wide remit, and varied between
groups and teams, to dedicated departments and research centres.38
From the free-text responses provided, the benefits of the creation or reorganisation of these units have
been multiple:
 Profile raising: the creation of a single digital scholarship unit or department has been important
in raising the profile of digital scholarship activities across the library and of recognising digital
scholarship as ‘a core strategic priority for the library’. It has increased the awareness of the needs and
requirements of digital scholarship and several respondents cited that it has raised the profile of the
library as a research partner and as a ‘facilitator of cultural change’;
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 Single point of contact: a number of respondents reported that the creation of the unit or department
has been beneficial in enabling a single point of contact for both staff and researchers. This has raised
both the profile and awareness of digital scholarship activities available within the library, whilst
making the library appear to be a ‘stronger partner in collaboration’. Significantly, one respondent
cited that the creation of the department had been useful in that researchers now ‘have a resource
they can cost into their grant’. The creation of a single unit has increased and enhanced the library’s
engagement with academics and has clarified the routes of communication between them and the
library;
 Funding: one respondent cited that they felt that the creation of a single dedicated unit or department
had enhanced their library’s ability to attract funding ‘from diversified sources’. That having a
dedicated unit made it easier to build and gather a stronger evidence base for activities and to inform
service development;
 Skills: the consolidation of skills from across the library into a single unit is seen as beneficial, and
the ability to bring in new staff with specialist digital skills. The upskilling of existing staff was also
referenced, through secondments, new job opportunities, and knowledge sharing via the unit or
department;
 Greater strategic focus: The creation of dedicated teams or units has allowed a number of libraries to
undertake a user centred and more focused approach to their digital scholarship activities. There has
been a benefit in having staff located within one unit to enable the library to think more strategically
about how it supports digital scholarship, and to invest and create the necessary infrastructure to do
so.
 Consolidation of effort: Respondents reported that having a dedicated unit or department had
resulted in projects running more smoothly, and that it has been valuable in drawing together the
efforts of library, academic, and special collection colleagues.
 Challenges: respondents reported that these efforts require institutional support and their impact can
be limited or reduced if this is lacking/declines. The success of a centre or unit requires considerable
investment in staff engagement and the challenging of established practices and thinking. There’s
also a need to ensure that the activities of the unit remain ‘researcher’ focused and do not become too
library orientated and inward looking.
Although there are apparent benefits from creating a dedicated digital scholarship team or department,
the breadth and diversity of digital scholarship activities mean that there is still the need for a high degree
of collaboration between colleagues and teams inside and outside of the library. This is particularly true
for those respondents that reported the existence of a digital scholarship/humanities unit or department
that is situated outside of the library. The nature of other units and departments varies, from formal
centres which include physical labs and spaces, with their own staff and dedicated leadership and through
which programmes of study are delivered, to more informal and loose knowledge-sharing networks of
interested colleagues.39
A preference exists towards digital humanities, with a number of departments belonging to the arts,
humanities and social sciences undertaking digital scholarship activities. The free-text responses suggest
that a greater number of units and networks exist outside of the library than is necessarily suggested by
the responses to question 13 (where only 2 respondents reported that a department or unit had been
created outside of the library). In the 10 free-text responses providing further details of where activities
occur outside the library, 9 report some structured activity of one sort or another.
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Partly as a result of the distribution of digital scholarship activities across institutions, and throughout the
library, a complex picture emerges regarding the degree to which libraries have agency and their ability
to proactively develop digital scholarship services. Some libraries report that they undertake horizon
scanning and experimentation to proactively develop services, whereas others reported a lack of agency
due to ‘organisation, funding and capacity issues’ elsewhere within their institution. In free-text answers
respondents indicate that many of their activities are project-driven, in response to academic need,
although one respondent noted that through the collaboration of librarians, archivists, and researchers,
they were hoping to move from ‘a project to a process-driven model’.40
The importance of close partnership working with researchers, and across library teams, was cited by
several respondents as being important to enable the library to become more proactive in its service
development. The role of the ‘library as partner’, whether with academics or other units, was therefore
regularly cited as being important, and that dedicated units or departments aided this process. The lack
of library agency was sometimes cited, as was the challenge of enabling cultural and structural change
within large and sometimes slow-moving organisations.
International comparison
A number of commonalities can be seen between the results of this survey and those conducted in North
America and Ireland. All three surveys have highlighted the role played by individual library departments
or units in the delivery of digital scholarship services, and RLUK appears to be mid-range (36% of CONUL
respondents and 59% of ARL respondents had created such a unit, compared to RLUK’s 41%).41 Although
RLUK members have created dedicated units and departments to support digital scholarship activities,
there currently does not appear to be any further moves in this direction, unlike in Ireland (where 9%
of CONUL respondents are planning to create such a unit) and North America (where 11% of ARL’s
respondents did).
Noticeable differences exist regarding how staff are organised throughout the library and within dedicated
departments. Although all three surveys reported a mixed-model where colleagues are ‘either distributed
across the library or organised as a single recognised library team’, both CONUL and ARL report a greater
concentration of digital scholarship services within individual departments than was the case amongst
the RLUK responses (where only digitisation was reported as primarily being concentrated in a single
department).42 Whereas CONUL and ARL reported a greater degree of concentration in individual
departments, the RLUK results reaffirm the value placed on inter-team and departmental collaboration
within RLUK members, and with other parts of the same institution.
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SECTION 4 - STAFF PROFILES AND SKILLS
 Of the 82 positions named as leading digital scholarship activities, 34 had ‘digital’ in their job title, 4
had ‘digital scholarship’, 9 had ‘librarian’, and 6 ‘archivist’;
 There was a weighting towards seniority, with 3 holding senior positions (‘Associate Director’), 31
managerial positions (16, ‘manager’ and 15, ‘head of’ a unit or team), and 12 as ‘assistants’ or ‘officers’;
 A number of positions appear to have digital scholarship activities at their centre (e.g. Digital
Experience Manager) whereas for others, digital scholarship activities form only part of their role
(Head of Archives and Special Collections);
 45% (37) of the roles recorded were existing positions with the right skills, 29% (24) were redefined
roles through the addition of digital scholarship support, and 26% (21) were newly created positions;
 Where roles had been redefined to support DS services, greater emphasis was placed on
responding to researcher needs and stronger links between the latter and the library;
 Where new roles were created, they had a focus on increasing capacity around digital preservation
and digital asset management, and in order to bring the necessary technical skills to implement
individual and specific systems;
 The greatest perceived skills gaps relate to those areas around which the library is less likely
to offer support to researchers, particularly highly-technical/specialist activities of visualisation,
computational text analysis, and statistical analysis;43
 These areas are currently supported elsewhere within institutions (beyond the library), but the
respondents see these areas as most critical to improve, suggesting they would like to take a
greater role in supporting these more technical/specialist areas of digital scholarship activity.
In addition to asking questions about how staff were organised around digital scholarship activities
undertaken within the library, the survey also asked for more detailed information about specific roles
associated with this work (Question 15). Respondents were asked to name up to four roles which are
responsible for developing and delivering digital scholarship services. The 25 respondents who completed
this question offered the titles of 82 different positions. These roles were a varied mix of newly created,
established and redefined roles, many of which only had digital scholarship as one element of their role.
A number of trends and patterns were visible when individual responses were analysed. For example,
of the 34 roles which had ‘digital’ in their title, 22 were located within members which had a dedicated
digital scholarship / Humanities team or unit (Question 6), and 15 were recorded as being ‘new roles’ and
appear to address a specific technical and operational requirement. These included roles such as Digital
Assets Manager, TEI Project Co-Ordinator, and Keeper: Digital and Live Art Archives. A number of roles
were identified with specific aspects of digital scholarship activity, with 4 roles having ‘digitisation’ within
their title and 2 having ‘(digital) photographer’. The more senior roles named within responses had more
generic job titles such as Head of Special Collections and Head of Research Support and were more likely
to be existing or redesigned roles, under which digital scholarship had been included.
In what is clearly an emerging and evolving area of activity, most respondents returned a mix of newly
created ‘digital’ roles, and more generically titled established roles. The exception were those respondents
who had answered positively to Question 6, that they had a dedicated digital scholarship unit, team or
department within their institution. In these instances, roles were more likely to be termed ‘digital’ and
include Digital Scholarship Librarians, Digital Transition Managers, Digital Experience Managers, and
Heads of Digital Scholarship.
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Of the posts recorded by respondents, 45% (37) were existing posts which had the right skills, whereas
29% (24) were redefined posts through the addition of digital scholarship support, and 26% (21) were
new posts.44 Those existing posts appear to relate to more senior positions, under which some digital
scholarship activities may be included as a part of a broader remit. The creation of new positions and
refinement of existing ones to better support some of the individual activities associated with digital
scholarship, reflects the strategic position these activities have now taken within member libraries, but
that this is often done within existing roles/structures. Although, the majority of the positions recorded
by respondents were existing roles which had the right skills, the results reveal the perception that
significant skills gaps do exist across many of the 20 categories of digital scholarship activity used within
this survey section.45
Those areas with the most significant perceived skills gaps relate to highly-technical activities such as
visualisation (88%, 23, of respondents), computational text analysis and support (85%, 22), GIS and digital
mapping (81%, 21), and statistical analysis and support (69%, 18). Incidentally, these four areas were
previously identified in Question 7.2 as areas around which the library was less likely to offer support,
and which would be supported elsewhere within the institution. The results could suggest, therefore, that
these activities are not being delivered within member libraries due to their availability elsewhere within
the institution, and they are not seen as areas for the library’s support. Of these four areas, computational
text analysis/support was cited as one of the most critical areas to improve (36% of responses, 10) along
with digital preservation (also 36% of responses, 10).46
In terms of those skills gaps most critical to improve, visualisation, statistical support/analysis, and data
curation and management were cited by 23% of respondents (6) each. This might suggest that although
these activities are currently often supported from outside the library, there is a desire for the latter to
take more of an active role in supporting these. Respondents also provided details of additional areas for
skills improvement regarding other digital scholarship activities not covered by this survey. In qualitative
responses, respondents recorded that other digital scholarship related skills around which there were
skills gaps included 3D skills, including printing, motion capture and development, digital conservation,
and artificial intelligence.47

Figure 4: Question 17, Please indicate where the most significant digital scholarship skills gaps are in your library. Check all
that apply. Then select *up to three* skill areas that you think are *most critical to improve* at this time (27 responses)
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In contrast, respondents reported the highest confidence and absence of skills gaps around metadata
creation (96%, 25, of respondents suggesting there was no skills gap perceived), project management
and planning (88%, 23, each), and digitisation/imaging of analogue content (85%, 22). It’s worth noting,
particularly in relation to project management and planning, that these were two areas where support
often originated from outside the library (70% and 67% respectively). These results suggest, therefore, that
although these activities are often undertaken outside the library, this is not the result of any perceived
skills gap within the library in these areas, but instead a possible reflection that many projects originate
from, and are consequently managed, outside the library.48
International comparison
It was in relation to staff profiles that the greatest divergence existed in the questioning between the
RLUK, ARL, and CONUL surveys. Due to the addition of an eighth section to the RLUK survey relating to
the digital shift within collections, the decision was made to only include a limited number of questions in
this section to provide a high-level overview of the staff profiles of those undertaking digital scholarship
support. Only a partial comparison can therefore be made with the CONUL and ARL results. As has been
reflected in the RLUK survey results, both ARL and CONUL noted that the staff involved in supporting
digital scholarship activities had diverse job titles.
All three surveys identify a variety of positions, of varying seniority, across many of the library’s functions,
as supporting digital scholarship. Differences emerge in regard to the relative prominence of whether
these were existing positions, were redefined or newly created, with 46% of ARL respondents recording
roles as newly created (compared to 26% of RLUK respondents) and only 16% recording them as being
redefined through the addition of digital scholarship support (compared to 26% of RLUK respondents).49
The evidence suggests that RLUK libraries are therefore more likely to deliver digital scholarship
services through existing staff, than through redefined or newly created roles than their North American
counterparts.
In relation to skills gaps, RLUK, ARL and CONUL libraries all report skills gaps relating to visualisation (ARL
65%; CONUL 55%; RLUK 88%), computational text analysis and support (ARL 64%; CONUL 73%; RLUK
85%), statistical analysis support (ARL 60%; CONUL 64%; RLUK 69%), and in developing software (ARL
54%; CONUL 55%; RLUK 65%). For all four of these categories, a greater proportion of RLUK colleagues
identified these as having skills gaps than their ARL or CONUL counterparts.
Similarities existed between the three surveys in terms of the areas identified as most critical to improve
with visualisation (ARL 35%; CONUL 18%; RLUK 23%), data curation and management (ARL 35%; CONUL
55%; RLUK 23%), and computational text analysis and support (ARL 28%; CONUL 27%; RLUK 38%) all
being identified as significant areas for improvement. Both CONUL and RLUK identified skills around
digital preservation as most critical to improve (73% and 38% respectively), whereas only 19% of ARL
respondents reported this as an area to improve.50
In terms of areas to improve, the results would suggest that the RLUK libraries would like to take a greater
lead in the provision of technical support, around which support is currently sought from elsewhere
within the institution. In relation to these skills gaps, the RLUK responses did suggest that RLUK’s digital
scholarship network would be a useful avenue to explore these further and to identify areas for collective
action to support skills acquisition. The potential of the network to support skills acquisition is considered
in Section 10.
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SECTION 5 - PARTNERSHIPS
 The library is most likely to receive approaches for digital scholarship support from researchers
belonging to humanities disciplines on a weekly (33% of respondents, 9 responses) and monthly
basis (22%, 6 responses) than those belonging to other disciplines;
 The library is less likely to receive approaches from researchers belonging to other disciplines,
including the social sciences, STEM, and creative and performing arts, on a regular basis;
 The library is least likely to receive requests for support from researchers belonging to STEMbased disciplines, with 33% of respondents (9 responses) suggesting they only occasionally receive
an approach and 22% of respondents (6 responses) reporting that they never receive an approach;
 The library is most likely to receive approaches for digital scholarship support from early-career
researchers, with 37% of respondents (10) suggesting they do so on a very often or weekly basis,
with undergraduates and taught postgraduates being the least likely;
 59% of respondents (16) are part of a consortial arrangement in regards to the development and
delivery of digital scholarship activities with partners outside of their organisation.

In a series of questions, the survey asked respondents to provide details of the discipline and career stage
of researchers who approached the library for digital scholarship support. Researchers belonging to the
humanities disciplines were seen to approach the library most regularly, with 33% (9) of respondents
saying they did so weekly, 22% (6) monthly, 19% (5) annually and 26% (7) occasionally.51 No respondents
reported that researchers belonging to the humanities never approached the library. The survey extended
its questioning to a number of other broad disciplines. Of these, researchers belonging to the social
sciences were recorded as frequently approaching the library on a monthly, annual or occasional basis,
with those belonging to the creative or performing arts doing so less frequently, but still being recorded
as approaching the library annually (30%, 8) or occasionally (33%, 9).

Figure 5: Question 18, How often do researchers or practitioners from the disciplines below come to your library
for support with digital scholarship activities? Please make one selection per row (27 responses)
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Those least likely to approach the library for support were those researchers belonging to STEM-based
disciplines, which were reported to approach the library only annually (22%, 6), occasionally (33%, 9) or
never (22%, 6). Although this appears to be the case overall, 3 respondents (11%) reported approaches on
a weekly or monthly basis. These respondents were from four large, redbrick, city universities with large
science faculties, although they are not unique in these characteristics.

Figure 6: Question 18.2, How often do members of the different user categories below come to your library for
support with digital scholarship activities? Please make one selection per row (27 responses)

In relation to those researchers engaging with the library, early-career researchers are seen as seeking
support most often for digital scholarship activities, often on a weekly basis (37%, 10), whereas
‘established’ researchers vary from weekly (30%, 8), often and annual (both 19%, 5), to occasional (30%, 8)
interactions with the library.52 Those least likely to approach the library for support are undergraduates,
with postgraduates (taught) only being marginally more likely to approach the library on a weekly basis
(4%, 1;7%, 2, respectively). Postgraduates (Research) were more likely to approach the library for support
than their taught counterparts.
Beyond researchers, the survey also asked respondents how often individuals working outside of their
institution, such as members of the general public or companies and third parties, approached the library
for digital scholarship support. As was the case in Question 8, which asked whether digital scholarship
support was available to a range of users, members of the general public and community groups were
reported as seeking support for digital scholarship activities, in this instance more regularly, on average,
than researchers based within STEM disciplines.53
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Companies and third parties were also seen to seek support for digital scholarship activities on a semiregular basis within some members, although 26% (7) reported that they never received an approach
from these. The fact that the majority of RLUK member libraries responding to this survey reported
that digital scholarship support is both sought by, and offered to, individuals and groups from outside
their institution does demonstrate the potential of the library’s activities to support and contribute to
community engagement and bringing a wider array on individuals into contact with their institution.
The collaborative potential for libraries to work with organisations outside of their own institutions was
also highlighted in the responses to Question 19, which asked about whether respondents were involved
in any consortial activity regarding the development and delivery of digital scholarship activities.54 59%
(16) of those respondents that completed the question said that they were engaged in consortial activity.
Where such collaborative working occurred, it included libraries working together in regional consortia
and grouping for a variety of reasons (e.g. White Rose, SCURL, SCONUL’s Mercian Collaboration, and the
Northern Collaboration).
Beyond working with other libraries, respondents reported partnerships with third parties around
specific projects and programmes of work, including ProQuest, Google Arts and Culture, and Jisc RDSS.
Respondents also reported working with external organisations through doctoral programmes, such
as through Collaborative Doctoral Partnerships, through the Doctoral Training Partnerships, and with
Independent Research Organisations (IROs). Where responding libraries were not currently involved
in consortial activity, 30% (8) of respondents said that they would be interested in joining one. Those
suggested areas of collaboration included looking at shared infrastructure and platforms, co-procurement
of digital preservation solutions, collaborative digitisation, and technical support and collaborative
training.
International comparison
As with the section relating to skills gaps, there was some divergence between the questions asked by the
three surveys. Both the ARL and CONUL surveys diverge from one another in this area in the questions
they asked, whereas the decision to remove some questions and realign others within the RLUK survey
was made following consultation with members of its Digital Scholarship Network and Special Collections
Leadership Network. There was a feeling that partnership working between the library and other units
was explored in previous questions and in qualitative responses. Despite these differences, the ARL and
RLUK surveys considered the background of practitioners who approached the library for support with
digital scholarship activities (RLUK Question 18). As was the case in the RLUK responses, the ARL survey
results revealed that the library received requests for support from those working in the humanities more
frequently, whereas it received less frequent requests from those working in the social sciences.55 Due to
differences between the three surveys, further comparison of results is not possible beyond this point.
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SECTION 6 - FUNDING
 Nearly all respondents reported that digital scholarship activities were funded from the general
library budget (96%, 26 responses), whereas only 15% of respondents (4) reported that these were
supported from a dedicated digital scholarship budget;
 The importance of the library working in partnership with researchers around digital scholarship
activities was reaffirmed by 81% (22) of respondents reporting that funds originated from ‘grant
funds from the researcher’, whereas 26% (7) reported funds originating from academic departments
within the wider organisation;
 The role of the library as a service provider to researchers was also witnessed in 15% (4) of
respondents who reported funds derived from ‘Fees paid by external researchers’ and 7% (2) by
‘Fees paid by institutional researchers’.
The survey asked a series of questions relating to the origin of funding used to support digital scholarship
activities within libraries.56 The library’s general budget was reported as the main route through which
such activities were funded, with 96% (26) of respondents selecting this as a source of funds. Despite the
dominance of the general library budget in funding digital scholarship activities, 14% (4) of respondents did
report that such activities were, in part, funded from a dedicated DS budget, with these being institutions
which were recorded as having a dedicated DS team, department or unit, or one that focuses on digital
humanities. The coherence with which DS activities are arranged throughout departments and units, does
therefore, bear some correlation with internal funding structures.
As an emerging and shifting field, which is frequently project-based and may originate from outside the
library, digital scholarship activities were also seen to receive funding from outside of the library. This
included from ‘Grant funds from the researcher’, to which 79% (23) respondents reported receiving funds,
‘Grants to the library’ (66%, 19), ‘Gifts’ (34%, 10), and ‘Endowments’ (31%, 9).57 28% (8) of respondents
reported that funds originated from academic departments within their institution. It should be noted
that these results only relate to the perceived origin of funds, rather than the size and significance of the
funds themselves (which are likely to vary significantly). The fact that the digital scholarship activities
within the library are part funded by grants to researchers, and from academic departments, underlines
the library’s potential position as a costed partner within research projects and the value of creating
close working relationships with researchers as they envisage and develop projects which have a digital
scholarship element. This was also seen through the fact that libraries reported receiving funds via fees
paid by external researchers (17%, 5) and fees paid by institutional researchers (10%, 3).
In free-text responses, other sources of funding included commercial income from digitisation and
the funding of digitisation specifically is considered in Section 8. In all, although funding for digital
scholarship is mixed, there is a heavy reliance on the library’s general budget, which in part appears to
reflect that digital scholarship activities are often distributed throughout the library, making distributed
budgets impractical in the absence of a specific team or unit.
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Figure 7: Question 20, Please indicate the source(s) of funds that support library digital scholarship
activities. Check all that apply (27 responses).

International comparison
Similarities exist between the findings of the RLUK study and those conducted by ARL and CONUL. In
terms of the general budget, 91% of CONUL and 100% of ARL respondents reported that they used these
to fund digital projects (compared to RLUK’s 97%).58 All three surveys also reflected the importance
of wider institutional budgets in supporting these activities. The importance of the library working in
partnership with academics was also confirmed in the results of all three surveys, with 46% of CONUL and
48% of ARL respondents citing this as a source of funding for digital scholarship activities.59 Although
important sources, these are both below the 81% of RLUK respondents who cited that grant funding from
researchers is a source for funding, suggesting that, once again, partnership working with researchers is
an integral part of their delivery of digital scholarship services, not only informing these activities, but
often helping to fund them.60
As was the case for RLUK respondents, the ARL survey also confirms a ‘mixed funding landscape’ for digital
scholarship activities, with one-time gifts (ARL 42%; RLUK 37%) , endowments (ARL 25%; RLUK 30%) and
a dedicated DS budget (ARL 23%; RLUK 15%) all being significant sources of income.61 All three surveys
also report a commercial element, with income derived from fees paid by both institutional and external
researchers. Overall, it appears that ‘grant funds from the researcher’ represent a more significant source
of digital scholarship funding for RLUK respondents than the respondents to the ARL and CONUL surveys,
once again, underlying the importance of research partnerships as an income stream to help fund digital
scholarship activities.
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SECTION 7 - DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT
 Only 11% (3) of respondents have undertaken assessment of their digital scholarship activities,
whereas 22% (6) haven’t yet, but are planning to;
 As a single largest response, 44% (12) respondents have not undertaken assessment of digital
scholarship activities and do not intend to;
 Of those that have or plan to undertake assessment exercises, 56% (5) intend to undertake
quantitative data collection and analysis of the number of projects undertaken, 67% (6) regarding
their consultations with researchers, whereas 67% (6) intend to or have undertaken qualitative
assessment through conducting interviews with individual researchers and 33% (3) via focus groups.
17% (5) intend to or have undertaken a user satisfaction survey, which may combine quantitative
and qualitative results;62
 For those that have undertaken assessment or are considering it, 33% (4) report that it has led to
changes in services, organisation or staff responsibilities or they expect it to;63
 Assessment of digital scholarship activities are not as widespread within RLUK or CONUL
responding libraries than amongst ARL respondents, although when they do occur, the qualitative
and quantitative methods employed are similar.

The majority of RLUK members who responded do not report undertaking assessment exercises of their
digital scholarship activities. In part, this might be due to the variety of activities which can fall under the
umbrella of digital scholarship, making wholesale assessment impractical, and that these activities vary
from well-established initiatives (e.g. digitisation) to those that are still emerging (e.g. 3D printing or use
of artificial intelligence). One respondent cited that the ad-hoc nature of the requests from researchers
made comprehensive assessment difficult and that this was therefore dealt with on a case by case basis.64
It is also possible that assessment is undertaken elsewhere where a project or activity has originated from
outside the library, particularly if it is externally funded (e.g. from a research funder). The availability of
metrics to measure the impact of library services, collections, and activities is often cited as a challenge
for members.65 Where the assessment of digital scholarship activities occur, it is seen to vary between
quantitative surveys and qualitative interviews, using established forms of assessment (e.g. user surveys,
interviews and focus groups).
Of the other assessment methods mentioned by respondents, these include semi-structured interviews
with researchers as part of scoping exercises, responding to researcher queries, the inclusion of digital
scholarship assessment within the institutional benchmarking process, and feedback from training
sessions offered by the library.66 In terms of those assessment methods which have already been used,
respondents reported a number as being particularly useful for evaluating the library’s digital scholarship
efforts. These, once again, related to training events, pathfinder interviews (specifically in relation to a
Research Data Management service), researcher interviews and case studies, and collecting and analysing
data on projects.67
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In response to the assessment undertaken (or pre-activity surveys), four respondents reported having made
a change to their digital scholarship services, organisation or staff responsibilities as a result of these.68
These responses require some analysis: Of the three respondents who reported undertaking assessment
activities, only one of these reported that their assessment had made a difference to their activities or
services. For this respondent, the undertaking of assessment activity had supported digital scholarship’s
inclusion within the library’s corporate strategy and that the requirements of digital scholarship activities
were included in plans for service and infrastructure development. The same respondent also reported
that the assessment of their externally-funded Digital Scholarship Labs had led to these being supported
from the library’s core budget when this external funding came to an end.69
Of the remaining three respondents who had reported assessment making a difference, two reported
that although they had not undertaken comprehensive assessment of their digital scholarship activities,
they did so on a case by case basis and that this had had an impact on their activities. These included the
development of the library’s RDM service, the undertaking of a digital skills assessment within the library,
and that Research Information Management saw its remit extend into other areas identified as part of
digital scholarship.70
One of these also responded that although they had not undertaken assessment of their activities, they
had undertaken pathfinder interviews with academics that had shaped their design and delivery of digital
scholarship services. The fourth response was an anomaly, in reporting that its library did not undertake
assessment activities, but these made a difference, and no further information was provided.71
Assessment activities can therefore be seen to be ad-hoc and often occur on a project by project initiative,
with their design and undertaking being tailored towards these. Due to the fact that many digital
scholarship initiatives originate from outside of the library, and are externally funded, the survey results
also suggest that assessment may occur elsewhere within the institution. Broader challenges around
impact and assessment of library activities may also be present, as investigated by recent RLUK research.72
International comparison
The degree to which libraries are undertaking activity assessment of their digital scholarship activities
is an area of divergence within the three studies compared here. Whereas 49% of ARL respondents had
conducted evaluation or assessment, only 18% of CONUL’s respondents, and 11% of RLUK’s report doing
so.73
This disparity continues in relation to the intention of libraries to undertake assessment in the future,
with 37% of ARL, 9% of CONUL, and 22% of RLUK respondents planning to undertake assessment.74
Assessment therefore appears to be less well-spread within RLUK and CONUL members compared to ARL
respondents. The reasons for this are likely to be multiple, including the presence of a more established
culture of assessment existing the North America and due to the emerging and dispersed nature of digital
scholarship activities within the UK and Ireland.
The results from the RLUK survey also suggest that as many digital scholarship projects and initiatives
originate from outside of the library they may, therefore, be assessed elsewhere within the institution.
Fewer RLUK institutions report altering their services following assessment than in the ARL survey (65%
ARL respondents; 27% RLUK, after an anomalous response has been removed). In terms of the type of the
assessment being undertaken, both ARL and RLUK surveys report a variety of methods being employed
by libraries including quantitative assessments of consultations and projects, alongside more qualitative
methods such as user satisfaction survey and focus groups. Once again, the dispersal of digital scholarship
activities within RLUK member libraries (and potentially CONUL respondents), and their wider institution,
does produce a more complicated picture of how activities are undertaken, measured, and assessed in
comparison to those in North America.
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SECTION 8 - THE DIGITAL SHIFT WITHIN COLLECTIONS
In addition to the seven sections considered by the ARL and CONUL surveys, the RLUK survey also
included an eighth section, which related to the ‘digital shift’ occurring within collections. Respondents
were asked about the changing nature of the collection within their library pertaining to the creation of
digital surrogates of analogue collections (through digitisation), the purchase of digitised collections, and
the creation, use, and preservation of born digital collections. Questions were asked about the relative
size of these collections, the perceived areas of growth for the future, and the strategic drivers guiding
this work.
Section 8 of this survey was also open to a wider group of colleagues. Whereas sections 1-7 were
completed by members of RLUK’s Digital Scholarship Network (DSN), Section 8 was also completed by
members of its Special Collections Leadership Network (SCLN), a peer-network comprised of senior staff
working in archives and special collections across RLUK’s membership. As a result, 36 responses were
received to Section 8 on behalf of 30 RLUK member libraries (six members returning two separate returns
each, on behalf of their DSN and SCLN representatives independently of one another). In the majority
of instances, the two responses returned by a single member library were confirmatory of one another,
although on occasion interesting differences did arise between colleagues, potentially reflecting their
separate areas of expertise and focus. In order to provide parity with the other sections of this report, the
results have been analysed and responses calculated on a member library basis. Where possible, therefore,
these duplicate returns have been consolidated to provide a single institutional response. Free-text and
qualitative responses have been included from all respondents to ensure that all views and responses are
represented.
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 Respondents are more proactive in their acquisition of digital surrogates/digitised material (53%,
16) than for born digital material (27%, 8);
 The majority of respondents report that the collecting of digital material is included within their
library’s general collecting policy (80%, 24), with a further 13% (4) intending to include it within this;
 For the majority of respondents, and as a crude measure of proportionality, born digital material
represents a core of 0-25% of their digital collections (73%, 22), with digital surrogates (digitised
collections) representing 51-100% of digital collections for 54% (16) of respondents.
 The larger size of digitised collections in comparison to born digital is confirmed in qualitative
responses, with the average cumulative size (mean) of digital surrogate collections being 75TB per
responding institution compared to 4.04TB (mean) for born digital collections.
 In terms of born digital collections, there is a bias towards text-based documents, spreadsheets and
presentations, audio-visual material, and datasets. These originate from academic departments,
the central university/parent organisation, individual academics, and third parties outside of the
parent organisation. The areas of perceived future growth relate to audio-visual material, datasets
and databases, text-based documents, and email;
 In relation to digitisation, 23% (7) of respondents are part of collaborative digitisation programmes
with other institutions and 40% (12) would be interested in joining one;
 The motivations for digitisation are overwhelmingly around access (87%, 26, of respondents
saying that this was ‘very important’), with general re-use of material and use within a specific
project also being seen as important (83%, 25, and 60%, 18, saying that these were “important”
or “very important” respectively). There appears potential for enhanced co-ordination between
organisations regarding digitisation, with 63% of respondents (19) saying that knowing whether
material had already been digitised elsewhere was ‘important’ or “very important” to them;
 The largest challenges in acquiring and managing digital collections are around funding (93%
of respondents identifying this), staff skills and training (83%), and the availability of appropriate
systems (63%);
 In qualitative responses, key challenges exist around the transition from analogue collecting
practices to those appropriate for digital collections, with a key issue being around the acquisition,
appraisal, and sensitivity review of large volumes of born digital material (for which traditional
analogue processes are not appropriate).
Collection of digital material
Respondents reported that, overall, born digital collections were acquired in a passive/reactive manner
(63%, 19), with only 27% (8) reporting this as proactive, and 10% (3) as collaborative. Although providing
a broad overview, from free-text responses, it’s clear that this division is over simplistic and that a variety
of approaches are undertaken. Many respondents reported that they took a mixed approach of proactive,
collaborative, and reactive elements. Deciding on which approach to take often depended on the origin
of the material, for example the ingest of e-thesis and institutional records was collaborative with
departments, whereas born digital archives were collected more reactively and in response to individual
approaches. In taking this mixed approach, a number of respondents reported that, as their collecting
is ‘format agnostic’, digital collections will be acquired as a part of their usual collections development
processes, and therefore collecting ‘born digital materials are not wholly different from any other
collection.75 For the majority of respondents therefore, the collection of digital material is contained
within the libraries overall collecting policy (80%, 24, respondents). Only 1 respondent reported that they
intended to create a dedicated digital collecting policy.76
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A number of respondents cited the importance of working closely with academic colleagues, both
regarding the identification of material to be acquired, but also to build an understanding of the resource
implications on the library for this work, and to ensure that the university/parent institution is aware of
the necessary resourcing required. Several respondents also cited the challenge of acquiring stable storage
infrastructure and that this was currently absent, making it difficult to accept born digital material. The
absence of infrastructure to support digital preservation is coupled with the apparent skills gap within
this area as explored within Section 4. Several respondents reported that they wished to become more
proactive in engaging with potential depositors, and that time, effort, and money was being invested in
doing so.
A more proactive picture of collecting is evident in relation to the acquisition of digital surrogates/
digitised material, with 53% (16) of respondents recording themselves as being proactive, 37% (11)
reactive, and 10% (3) as collaborative.77 Free-text comments once again presented a more complex
situation than this breakdown would initially suggest, with respondents reporting a mixture of planned
and ad-hoc digitisation, and often reactive purchasing of digitised content. Several respondents reported
that they were prioritising content to be digitised from within collections, which were supplemented by
ad-hoc requests from researchers associated with specific projects. The proactive acquisition/creation of
digitised material is reflected by the fact that it makes up a larger portion of respondent’s collections than
born digital content, with the majority of respondents reporting that digital surrogates make up between
51-100% of their digital collections (64% of respondents) compared to only 13% of respondents who
reported born digital collections had the same prominence.
In terms of born digital material, the amount held by member libraries varied from 50 GB to 20 TB, with
the mean holding being 4.04 TB per responding library, and the median and mode both being 1TB.78 A
similar picture can be seen in relation to digitised content, this varying from 1TB to 1PB of content,
with the mean per respondent being 75TB, and the median and mode being 10TB.79 These are obviously
estimates, and a number of respondents said that they were simply unable to provide a figure to this
question. Those amounts that were returned do go some way to illustrate the large variation in the size of
digital holdings held within individual members, both born digital and digital surrogates, and that a small
number of members have very large digital holdings (causing a high mean for born digital and digitised)
in comparison to the median and mode.
Collection formats
In terms of the format of born digital collections, these are still overwhelmingly text based and include
text-based documents and spreadsheets (100%, 30, of responding libraries collecting these), presentations
e.g. PowerPoint (90%, 27), and emails (70%, 21). Audio-visual materials (images 97%, 29; video, 90%,
27) were also consistent features, as were datasets and databases (77%, 23).80 These originate from the
central/university or parent organisation (60%, 18 respondents), from individual academics (57%, 17),
from academic departments or units (50%, 15) or from within the library (47%, 14).81
The most commonly reported origin of these documents is, however, third parties outside of the parent
organisation (73%, 22). From the survey responses it is difficult to identify why this might be and the
nature of the material transferred. All of these categories of document were also seen as potential areas
of growth in the future, with 57% (17) of respondents seeing text-based documents as an area of growth,
53% (16), audio-visual, and 47% (14) email.82 40% (12) also saw data sets and databases as potential areas
of growth, whereas 27% (8) expected all categories to see growth.
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Figure 8: Question 31, Which of the following born-digital materials does your library
collect (30 unique responses)
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Figure 9: Question 32, What is the origin of the born-digital material collected by the
library? (30 unique responses).
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Figure 10: Question 33, In which formats do you expect to see the most significant growth in acquisitions
over the next five years? Please select up to three formats (30 unique responses)

Challenges
Having established a broad overview of digital collecting, the survey then asked a number of questions
around the challenges associated with the acquisition, preservation, presentation, and discoverability of
born digital collections, and of the funding of this work.
Acquisition: A number of respondents reported the absence of guidance for internal or
external depositors regarding the deposit of born digital material, and the need for the library
to enhance its engagement with these, including the identification of those who might be
potential depositors and to raise awareness generally that it accepts born digital materials. Once
depositors were contacted and digital collections identified, ensuring that the ingest happened in
a timely manner was also a concern. The challenge of appraising large quantities of material and
ensuring its authenticity and privacy/copyright compliance were cited as challenges. A number
of respondents cited the difficulty of transitioning from a largely analogue-based acquisition
policy to one that was fit for digital collections, with an absence of policies, but also staff skills,
knowledge, and tools being highlighted as a concern. Ingesting born digital material at scale was
cited as a frequent challenge and one for the future, even if volumes were currently small. The
need to create more automated techniques for appraisal were highlighted.
Preservation: the absence of digital preservation infrastructure was cited as a key challenge by
a number of respondents. Eight respondents specifically mentioned the need to acquire a digital
preservation system, and to accompany this with developing the right staff skills and appropriate
workflows. Getting institutional buy-in for a ‘scalable, standards-based preservation system’
was a key concern amongst respondents, and the positioning of the library as the default centre
for digital preservation. The role of the library as a convenor of digital preservation activities
occurring across the institution was cited as important in order to ensure a coherent approach
to these. In addition to these strategic issues, format and hardware specific challenges were also
cited, alongside the challenge of appraisal and sensitivity review at scale.
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Presentation: Respondents reflected on the difficulty in providing access to large quantities
of born digital material, confidently, having undertaken the necessary sensitivity reviews
and copyright clearances. These fundamental issues around accessibility were joined by
presentational challenges around creating appropriate user interfaces, and for these to be able
to cope with the perceived size and variety of future born digital collections. Three respondents
reported that they were trying to overcome presentational challenges through the creation of
dedicated, secure terminals within reading rooms for the viewing of digital collections within a
semi-controlled environment.
Discoverability: The important and vital role of metadata to support the discovery of born digital
materials was cited by respondents, alongside the need for inter-operability between library
systems. The difficulty of differentiating between closed and open documents were also cited
as a challenge and the inexperience of both library staff and users in presenting and navigating
born digital collections.
Funding: underpinning all these challenges was the necessity of securing and allocating
sufficient resource, both in terms of staffing and skills development, but also hardware and
software to support the preservation and access of born digital collections. The potential of
collaborative funding for digital preservation solutions was suggested as a way of ameliorating
this challenge. The need for libraries to ‘make the case’ for institutional funding is an important
issue and priority for many. In securing more internal funding, respondents cite that this would
enable them to move from a ‘project to core funding’ in order to enable greater planning and
underpin the sustainability of activities.
From these responses, it appears that many respondent libraries are currently in a transitional phrase
in terms of their acquisition, preservation, and presentation of born digital collections. Many members
are in the process of appropriating analogue processes and applying these to born digital collections. As
a number of respondents identified, this approach can only be seen as transitional due to the perceived
scale of born digital content envisaged for the future. Transitional approaches can also be seen in terms
of access, with three members looking to create viewing terminals within search rooms for born digital
collections, with particular challenges being perceived around sensitivity review, copyright clearance
and wider selection as the volume of born digital content grows. Beyond infrastructure, staff skills and
the availability of pertinent training is clearly a concern for many respondents, something reflected in
Section 4 regarding skills gaps.
The necessity of strategic planning around born digital collections for some of these challenges to be
met is at the forefront of many respondents’ minds. 23 of the 32 respondents who provided qualitative
responses report that they have, or are intending to create, a policy relating to the management of born
digital materials.83 Those named include Digital Preservation policies, Digital Access policies, and Library
Content/Collections Development policies. Those members that do not have a policy relating to born
digital collections alone cite that these are either covered by general library policies or they intend to
develop their workflows and processes to support the management of born digital materials before
creating a dedicated policy.
Digital Surrogates
The majority of digital content held by members is made up of digitised material. The motivation for the
creation of these is overwhelmingly to provide access, with 77% (23) of respondents citing this as their
main motivation, whereas 83% (25) of respondents saying re-use in the future was either ‘important’ or
‘very important’, and 10% of respondents (3) stating preservation.84 As has been seen from the answers to
previous questions, digitisation represents a major area of activity for the respondent libraries. In terms
of resourcing this, 77% (23) of respondents reported that this work was funded through external projects,
whereas 60% (18) said that this included external research funding, and 40% (12) through a commercial
partner.85
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Despite the latter, no respondents stated that commercial return was a motivating factor in undertaking
digitisation, with 80% (24) saying commercial considerations were either ‘unimportant’ or of ‘low
importance’.86 The library’s direct investment in this activity was also significant with 43% (13) respondents
reporting a library budget dedicated to digitisation, 53% (16) recording the use of the library’s general
budget to fund this, and 60% (18) reporting the use of occasional or ad-hoc budgets.87 Digitisation
can therefore be seen to exist within a mixed-funding landscape, with both dedicated budgets and the
availability of ad-hoc funds (e.g. underspends) on occasion. In free-text responses, respondents also
referred to the availability of funds through trusts and foundations, through private benefaction, alumni
funding, and through fees charged following reader requests for items to be digitised.88

Figure 11: Question 36, What are the main routes through which the digitisation of collections is funded?
Please select all those that apply (30 unique responses).

Digitisation is an area around which a number of RLUK libraries collaborate and 23% (7) respondents state
that they are a member of a collaborative digitisation programme or initiative with another organisation,
whereas a further 40% (12) said that they are not currently but would be interested in joining one.89
Of those that are members of collaborations, respondents cited a range of models, including regional
consortia of local authority and university archives, cross-institutional collaborative initiatives led by
national partners such Jisc or the British Library,90 or collection-specific collaborations. Of those that are
not currently involved in such collaborative initiatives, but would like to be, their interest centred around
finding overlaps in collections but also the potential to undertake ‘skills swaps’, where one library would
share its expertise in one area in exchange for training/advice in another.91
The RLUK member networks could play a role in facilitating these exchanges. The potential for further
collaboration is underlined by 63% (16) respondents saying it was ‘important’ or ‘very important’ to
be aware of whether material has been digitised elsewhere when undertaking a digitisation project
themselves.92 Other factors that were considered as ‘important’ or ‘very important’ when planning or
undertaking digitisation projects were access and discoverability (100%, 30), potential reuse (83%, 25),
and use for specific projects (60%, 18). From these responses and others, a picture emerges of digitisation
activity occurring through a combination of the prioritisation of collections to support access, the
undertaking of collaborative and consortial action where sufficient overlaps between collections exist,
and ad-hoc digitisation based on user requests or associated with a specific research project.
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The challenge of the digital shift
Multiple challenges have been explored in regard to the acquisition, management, presentation, and
preservation of digital collections, whether born digital or digital surrogates, within this study. Overall,
the allocation of sufficient and sustainable funding to meet the requirements of these activities is a key
concern of 93% (28) respondents.93 These challenges relate both to the scale of funding, and the fact that
more is needed, but also the origin and purpose of funding. As seen previously, 81% (22) of respondents
reported that digital scholarship activities were funded via grants from the researcher, usually associated
with individual research projects.94
The fact that funding is often grant or project specific ultimately results in it being piecemeal, erratic, and
dedicated to a specific project requirement. This can mean that funding is allocated to support an individual
project, rather than the wider strategic needs of the library around its digital collections. Securing followon funding is both unpredictable and time consuming in terms of making applications. Uncertainty and
fluctuations in funding can therefore make planning difficult and also inhibit a co-ordinated approach
being taken across institutions.
The project-based nature of many library activities also means that staff are frequently employed on fixedterm contracts, making skills and knowledge retention difficult, and that this can ultimately undermine the
sustainability of tools and services. A more comprehensive and sustainable funding formula is therefore
required for libraries to face the challenge presented by the growth of digital collections. This, in part,
requires effective internal advocacy on behalf of the library within its parent organisation, which in turn
requires more accurate and compelling impact measures.95
Respondents state that there is a pressing need to enhance wider institutional engagement with the work
of the library around digital collections. This would lead to a permanent commitment to systems, hardware
and infrastructure, and is dependent on buy-in at senior levels within the institution but also enhanced
academic engagement with researchers on an operational level. A case needs to be made regarding how
digital collections can contribute to the wider institution mission and that the value of digital records is
recognised.

Figure 12: Question 39, What are the main challenges in acquiring and managing digital collections? Please select
each challenge and provide further details of the nature of this challenge in the comment box below (30 unique
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The availability of pertinent systems, particularly around digital preservation, alongside general
infrastructural and hardware requirements were also perceived as key challenges for libraries around
their digital collections, with 63% (19) and 57% (17) of respondents citing these areas as challenges. The
absence of these has made embedding workflows difficult for a number of responding libraries. The need
to automate processes of acquisition, appraisal, and sensitivity review has been mentioned previously
in relation to born digital collections, but this was repeatedly raised as a priority as the volume of born
digital collections is expected to increase significantly.
The multiplicity of systems for specific tasks has led to a complex picture within a number of respondents,
giving rise to ever more specific skills requirements. This in itself can lead to issues of succession planning,
with increasing numbers of staff being trained in highly specialised areas. 83% (25) of respondents reported
that staff skills and training were key areas of concern and that these needed to be improved in order for
the library to consistently meet the challenges presented by its digital collections. A broader skills base
is required within the library and some respondents cited the difficulty in recruiting skilled staff from a
relatively small, and highly competitive job market.
Members are approaching these challenges in a number of ways. As has been explored in Section 6,
member libraries are looking to create new, often technology, system or process specific roles to support
the acquisition, preservation and management of digital collections, with significant time and money
being invested in training and reskilling existing staff. Postgraduates and interns also provide shortterm, highly-skilled, and cost-effective support for some processes.96 Skills requirements are complex
and shifting and relate not only to systems but also to other technical areas such as copyright and risk
management, two areas which were cited as major areas of concern by respondents.
As digital scholarship activities continue to grow in their scale and diversity, it is probably unrealistic to
expect that libraries will contain all of the necessary skills to face the multitude of evolving challenges
faced by these collections and their associated processes. The library will, therefore, continue to have to
work closely with other departments and units within its own institution, partner externally, or procure
commercial products and services. As has been suggested by some respondents, there is also a real
possibility of greater collaborative work around the acquisition of skills and knowledge, whether through
joint training or through skills-exchanges, and this should be considered as an area of activity for RLUK’s
member networks.
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SECTION 9 - THE FUTURE ROLE OF RESEARCH LIBRARY SUPPORT FOR
DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP 97
 The research library will increasingly assume the position of partner in digital scholarship activities,
going beyond service provision, whilst also enhancing its role as a ‘neutral broker between
networks/institutions’;
 Research libraries are looking to enhance their technical expertise to enable researchers to
undertake increasingly sophisticated digital scholarship activities, whilst continuing to support
existing areas (e.g. IP, licensing, preservation, and collections management) within a digital
environment;
 Research libraries are looking to simplify and integrate digital scholarship services which are
currently distributed across multiple teams and departments, both within the library and elsewhere.
It is likely that we will witness a period of consolidation and restructuring of services in the coming
years;
 Research libraries are looking to take a greater role in the skills development of their researchers,
including in areas such as data visualisation and text/data mining, areas which have been identified
as priorities for skills development;
 Research libraries wish to take a greater role in the management of the outputs of digital scholarship
activities, including data and its preservation, the presentation of findings, and the capturing of
impact.
The Future of the Research Library
In relation to the future of library support for digital scholarship, 24 respondents gave a variety of
qualitative responses via free-text boxes. These included that the role of the library as a partner in
digital scholarship activities was likely to increase, something that has been emphasised in response to
several questions previously. A number of respondents saw the library’s role as moving away from one
of service provision, to one of increasing and equal partnership with researchers, departments, and other
institutions. Work to do this is already underway in many RLUK members and respondents saw this as
an important development for the future.98 This will have obvious implications for both the range and
variety of services supported and developed by the library, but also re-emphasises the need for libraries
to be costed partners in such developments, something already highlighted in Section 6 in regards to the
source of funding for digital scholarship activities.
In terms of services, several respondents suggested that research libraries should offer greater coordination of digital scholarship services and activities, but that time will be needed to achieve this and
to ‘bridge certain skills gaps, commit resources and gain institutional understanding that the library has
this support to offer’.99 There is a recognition that centralising services and resources will help to avoid
duplication between the library and individual academic units and research groups, whilst giving the
library a greater presence within the institution. It would also enable the library to take a greater role as a
‘neutral broker’ between researchers and other institutions, something potentially aided through offering
physical, centralised spaces, for digital scholarship activities.
The creation of virtual research environments and places for experimentation are seen as potential ways
to support such undertakings, and also strengthen the library’s position within teaching and learning
more generally. The desire for the greater consolidation of activities, and the perceived benefits of doing
this, were explored in Section 3, where a number of respondents cited the creation of a digital scholarship
unit, department, or team as offering a single point of contact for researchers and increasing the visibility
of the library’s digital scholarship activities.
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It is expected that as digital scholarship services become more established, more centralised, and
potentially with dedicated spaces, libraries will move from a project to a process model. It is hoped that
this will enable them to become more embedded within the research life-cycle as a whole, from project
design and initiation, to the management of outputs via publications to providing presentation (e.g.
repositories), and preservation infrastructure to measures and tools for impact management.
Possibly as a result of an increase in partnership working between the library and researchers, a number
of respondents expect the role of collections to become more prominent in the design, development,
and delivery of digital scholarship services. The use of collections as data and the provision of a greater
variety of digital scholarship tools to exploit the contents of collections were cited as areas of future
growth. This once again, would see the library becoming more skilled in the technical aspects of digital
scholarship services which are often, currently, supported outside of the library. The potential role of the
library within formal programmes of study is cited as a way in which the library can directly embed itself
in the shaping of digital scholarship teaching and research from the outset. This is in addition to the
provision of general training and support across a range of activities, with a number of respondents citing
the importance of the library as a place of skills development for staff and students alike.
In summary, respondents envisage the continued diversification of digital scholarship services in which
the library is involved, with up-skilling and greater support around more technical aspects being a
particular priority. Libraries are looking to enhance their position as partners in these activities and are
looking to consolidate structures in order to support this. Whilst many activities still have a bias towards
the humanities, and social sciences, a number of respondents said that they expect to see the library
develop closer working relationships with researchers within STEM subjects.
Next steps and immediate priorities:
In addition to these ambitions, 22 respondents provided details of up to three priorities for their institution
around its digital scholarship activities in the coming year, and responses included a mix of specific
intentions and wider strategic priorities.100 The latter included defining and establishing what a digital
scholarship service might look like within their library, the creation of an overarching digital scholarship
strategy and the allocation of necessary resources to support it, and to strategically realign some of the
library’s current work around supporting digital scholarship services and tools.
Developing the library’s relationships with researchers and other departments, and increasing the visibility
of digital scholarship teams and activities, were also cited as a priority by a number of respondents.
Ways to do this included the library’s facilitation of a digital scholarship network within the wider
institution, exploring specific engagement opportunities (e.g. having a Wikimedian in Residence), and
to form reciprocal relationships with other institutions around key challenges. Many of the responses
highlighted the desire to create and further develop pieces of infrastructure, including those relating to
digital asset management, digital preservation, and research software. One respondent highlighted the
challenges that such priorities represent and the need to stabilise existing digital infrastructure (provided
by IT), including hardware, before investment can be made in new software. The creation of new posts
came alongside infrastructural developments as a priority for the coming year, with several respondents
saying that they intended to create posts to support digital preservation, digital scholarship generally,
and research data management.
The creation of new posts came alongside the upskilling of existing staff, with two respondents saying that
they were undertaking road-mapping exercises to address skills gaps, whereas five cited the importance of
staff training and capability, both generally and specifically around digitisation, TEI, and IIIF. Therefore,
the mix of approaches, between creating new posts whilst refining others, as explored in Section 4 looks set
to continue. Finally, strengthening the position of the library as an integral partner in digital scholarship
activities was also present, with a number of respondents citing their ambition to attract further research
funding to develop services and activities (2), to embed the library throughout the research cycle, and to
adopt a more evidence-based approach to service development.
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SECTION 10 - THE ROLE OF RLUK’S DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP NETWORK
RLUK’s digital scholarship survey and this report are not intended to be stand-alone pieces of work. Instead
both of these have been undertaken and produced to support and inform the emerging programme of
work of RLUK’s Digital Scholarship Network (DSN) and Special Collections Leadership Network (SCLN).
At points throughout this survey respondents were asked to give their opinions of where the DSN, in
particular, should focus its future work. This section sets out some of the potential areas of work for
RLUK’s networks to assist member libraries face the challenges they are experiencing around digital
scholarship activities and the digital shift within collections. 36 responses were received to the questions
within this section, 27 of which were from DSN members and nine from SCLN members.
 Through the work of its member networks, RLUK can help create a common definition of what
‘digital scholarship’ means for research libraries;
 RLUK should support and enable peer networking opportunities between colleagues working with
digital collections, with 88% of survey respondents (32) saying that this was “important” or ‘very
important’;
 There is a role for RLUK’s networks to support members with their efforts around internal advocacy,
including the provision of data, advocacy tools, and case studies to support members in lobbying
for institutional buy-in;
 RLUK should bring its networks together with funders to explore more sustainable ways of
supporting digital scholarship activity, and to make a compelling case for this;
 66% of respondents (24) think it’s important or very important that RLUK highlight professional
development or training opportunities within and outside of RLUK members.
Peer networking
There is a clear value of bringing colleagues together, in the form of the RLUK member networks, to explore
common issues and challenges around digital scholarship activities and the digital shift occurring within
collections. The creation and sharing of case studies of ‘best practice’ is a relatively quick and effective
way in which knowledge, experience, and expertise can be shared throughout the RLUK membership.
75% (27) of survey respondents thought it was important or very important that RLUK identify, share,
and develop best practice case studies in relation to the digital shift within collections, and 66% (22) of
respondents said that they would be willing to provide these.101
Case studies that respondents were willing to submit included those relating to mass digitisation projects,
the creation of digital editions of collections using TEI, individual project findings, digital scholarship
software development, and respondent’s experience of collaborative projects. Other case studies included
those relating to the implementation of digital preservation systems, UX experience, the creation of user
interfaces, and the development of born digital workflows.102 One respondent suggested it would be
particularly useful to gather case studies around the creation of digital scholarship centres and to develop
a roadmap of the necessary steps in their creation.
Beyond case studies, 93% (33) of respondents would be willing to share their policies relating to born
digital collections with other RLUK members whereas 78% (23) of respondents would be willing to share
job descriptions of recently created posts involved in digital scholarship activities with other RLUK
members.103 RLUK could therefore have a key role in facilitating knowledge exchange, benchmarking, and
horizon scanning.
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Advocacy
The more effective sharing of best-practice can help libraries benchmark themselves against one another.
Internal advocacy around the library’s digital scholarship activities has been cited as a key challenge for
many members. Some suggestions include that RLUK create data or advocacy tools to support member
libraries as they seek to secure institutional buy in from their parent organisations. This would include
the identification and development of more robust metrics around the impact of digital scholarship
activities, and that these metrics are suitably flexible to allow for their alignment with different, and
shifting, institutional priorities. Other suggestions included that RLUK develop templates to help
members communicate and promote their library’s role in supporting digital scholarship activities within
their parent organisation.
Stakeholder engagement
Helping to encourage a more comprehensive and sustainable funding formula for digital scholarship
activities was also cited as a potential area of work for RLUK. RLUK should look to bring together funders
to explore ways of developing a more co-ordinated funding landscape for digital scholarship activities,
and that the sustainability of these activities are factored into the grant application process. Suggestions
were also made that RLUK might bring together different stakeholders involved in digital scholarship
activities, including researchers, librarians/collection managers, IT professionals, and Digital Scholars, to
look at a more co-ordinated and consistent approach to the development of services.
Consortial approaches
RLUK’s ability to lead and develop tangible programmes of work were also raised by respondents and 69%
(25) of respondents cited that this was either ‘important’ or ‘very important’. Regarding the nature of
these programmes, suggestions included RLUK’s facilitation of collective action around securing services,
the sharing of resources and infrastructure between members, and collaborative funding bids.
Professional development
The development and diversification of the library’s skills base around digital scholarship activities have
been a constant feature throughout this study. 66% (24) of respondents suggested that RLUK had an
important or very important role in highlighting professional development or training opportunities
within digital fields.104 This could be achieved through horizon scanning and regular inclusion of these
opportunities in emails to networks. As has been previously mentioned, one respondent proposed the
idea of ‘skills swaps’ between RLUK members. This might take the form of peer mentoring or the use of
a similar model to RLUK’s Professional Fellowship Scheme to enable the sharing of expertise between
members.

SUMMARY
The digital scholarship survey of RLUK members, in addition to those surveys conducted internationally,
has revealed the varied and multifaceted ways in which research libraries support digital scholarship
activities within their institutions. This report has explored the current nature of these activities, the
challenges associated with them, and their ongoing requirements. It is RLUK’s intention that this report
act as a springboard to identify areas for knowledge sharing, collective action, and consortial activity
between its members and across the research library community more generally. This report, therefore,
can act as a call to action for RLUK’s member networks and an invitation to other, likeminded stakeholders,
within the UK and internationally to work with RLUK in supporting the ongoing work of research libraries
around digital scholarship.
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NOTES
1. https://www.rluk.ac.uk/rluk-launches-dsn/ (accessed on 23/05/19); For useful discussions regarding
the definitions of digital scholarship within the UK see A. Mackenzie and L. Martin, Developing Digital
Scholarship: Emerging Practices in Academic Libraries (London, 2016), pp. 4-13.
2. R. Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship. SPEC Kit 350. Washington, DC: Association of Research Libraries,
May 2016, https://doi.org/10.29242/spec.350; C. Joy, E. Kilfeather, C. Derven, & A.Healy, Digital Scholarship
Services and Supports - an overview from Irish Research and National Libraries, February 2019, http://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.2558148; A. Mackenzie, “Digital scholarship: scanning library services and spaces”, in
Mackenzie and Martin, Developing Digital Scholarship, pp. 23-40.
3. C. Kamposiori, The role of Research Libraries in the creation, archiving, curation, and preservation of tools
for the digital humanities. RLUK Report (2017), http://www.rluk.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/DigitalHumanities-report-Jul-17.pdf (accessed 23/05/19)
4. https://www.rluk.ac.uk/reshaping-scholarship-rluk-strategy-2018-21 (accessed 23/05/19).
5. RLUK’s Digital Scholarship Network is a peer network made up of colleagues drawn from across RLUK member
libraries who are responsible for designing, developing, and delivering digital scholarship services and
initiatives. It was launched in November 2018 and further details can be found here: https://www.rluk.ac.uk/
rluk-launches-dsn/
6. Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.org/10.29242/spec.350; Joy, Kilfeather, Derven,
& Healy, Digital Scholarship Services and Supports, February 2019, http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2558148.
7. The reader should note, that although aligned, this survey did not directly duplicate all of the questions used
in these other international studies. This followed feedback from RLUK members during the survey testing
stage, the specific purposes to which this survey’s results are to be put in support of the work of RLUK’s
member networks, and following the very helpful reflections of colleagues involved in previous studies.
The comparison of the survey results with previous international research is therefore designed to be an
illustrative comparison of trends and patterns, rather than like for like analysis.
8. The 19 categories of digital scholarship activity aligned with the ARL study, and latterly the CONUL study,
are: GIS and digital mapping, Digitisation/imaging of analogue material, Curating digital collections, Metadata
creation, Digital preservation, Data curation and management, 3-D modelling and printing, Statistical
analysis/support, Digital exhibits, Project planning, Digital publishing, Project management, Computational
text analysis/support, Interface design and/or usability, Visualisation, Database development, Technical
upkeep, Encoding content (e.g., TEI markup), Developing digital scholarship software, Other DS activity.
9. Question 5, “Within your library, please provide a working definition of digital scholarship (DS)” (27
responses).
10. https://library.osu.edu/blogs/digitalscholarship/2012/12/12/welcome-to-digital-scholarship-the-libraries/,
(accessed 23/05/19).
11. Question 7, “From where do digital scholarship activities or initiatives originate? Check all that apply” (27
responses).
12. Question 6, “Is there a dedicated digital scholarship Department/Team/Network within your library?” (27
responses).
13. Question 7.2., “Please indicate where a researcher at your institution (whether staff, student, or external
researcher) can find support for the digital scholarship activities listed below” (27 responses).
14. ibid.,
15. Question 8, “Please indicate whether digital scholarship support is available to the following users. Check all
that apply” (27 responses).
16. ibid.,
17. Joy, Kilfeather, Derven, & Healy, Digital scholarship services and supports, February 2019, http://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.2558148, p. 5.
18. Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.org/10.29242/spec.350, p. 3.
19. Those responding to the survey who are National Libraries: The British Library, National Library of Scotland,
National Library of Wales; Those responding with National Research Library status: Cambridge University
Library, LSE Library, University of Manchester Library, Bodleian Library, University of Oxford.
20. The same definition of “Other professional staff (e.g. IT, HR, financial)” was used within both the ARL and
RLUK studies.
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NOTES
21. Comparison between the results of question 7.2 and question 10.
22. Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.org/10.29242/spec.350;p. 5; Joy, Kilfeather,
Derven, & Healy, Digital scholarship services and supports, February 2019, http://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.2558148, p. 5.
23. Joy, Kilfeather, Derven, & Healy, Digital scholarship services and supports, February 2019, http://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.2558148, p. 5.
24. Although archivists and support staff were still important sources of support, coming alongside librarians,
Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.org/10.29242/spec.350, pp. 32-33.
25. Librarian: Metadata creation, 93%; curating digital collections, 85%, the same as support offered by archivists;
data curation and management, 81%; and digital publishing 52%.
26. Archivist: Digitisation/imaging of analogue material, 74%; curating digital collections, 85%; digital
preservation, 81%; and digital exhibits, 63%.
27. Although support staff were recorded as supporting activities, they were never the primary source of support.
28. (RLUK) Other professional staff (e.g. IT, HR, financial): Project planning, 52%; project management, 52%;
interface design and/or usability, 63%; Visualisation, 37%; computation text analysis/support, 41%; technical
upkeep, 52%; database development, 56%; developing digital scholarship software, 41%; Mulligan, Supporting
digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.org/10.29242/spec.350, pp. 32-33.
29. (RLUK) Developing digital scholarship software: Librarian 7%, archivist 7%, other professional 41%.
30. (RLUK) Database development: Librarian 7%, archivist 7%, other professional 56%.
31. (RLUK) Interface design: Librarian 26%, archivist 11%, other professional 63%.
32. Archivists were also seen to play an important role within the development of tools to support Digital
Humanities, see Kamposiori, Role of Research Libraries, RLUK Report, http://www.rluk.ac.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2017/07/Digital-Humanities-report-Jul-17.pdf (accessed 23/05/2019).
33. Joy, Kilfeather, Derven, & Healy, Digital scholarship services and supports, February 2019, http://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.2558148, Figure 1: Library staff who support digital scholarship activities, p. 6.
34. Ibid.; Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.org/10.29242/spec.350, pp. 30 32.
35. In response to “Question 11. To help us understand how staff are organised within the library to develop and
deliver digital scholarship, for each activity listed below, please indicate whether staff: (Check all that apply).”
(30 responses)
36. Question 13, Has any department/unit been created or reorganised specifically to develop and deliver digital
scholarship activities within the library? (27 responses).
37. Question 13.1. “If yes, please identify the department(s)/unit(s) and the year it was created/reorganised” (14
responses).
38. Ibid.,
39. In response to Question 13.3 “If not within the library, but elsewhere within the university/institution, where
is this unit or department situated?” (9 responses).
40. Ibid,,
41. Joy, Kilfeather, Derven, & Healy, Digital scholarship services and supports, February 2019, http://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.2558148, p.7; Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.
org/10.29242/spec.350, p. 45.
42. Joy, Kilfeather, Derven, & Healy, Digital scholarship services and supports, February 2019, http://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.2558148, p.7.
43. According to the responses to Question 7.2., “Please indicate where a researcher at your institution (whether
staff, student, or external researcher) can find support for the digital scholarship activities listed below” (27
responses).
44. Question 15, Please enter the job title (not the name) of up to four staff members whose responsibilities
include offering significant support for digital scholarship related activities (25 responses).
45. Question 17, Please indicate where the most significant digital scholarship skills gaps are in your library.
Check all that apply. Then select *up to three* skills areas that you think are *most critical to improve* at this
time (27 responses).
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NOTES
46. The challenges associated with Digital Preservation are discussed in greater detail in Section 8, below.
47. Question 7.2., “Please indicate where a researcher at your institution (whether staff, student, or external
researcher) can find support for the digital scholarship activities listed below” (27 responses).
48. Responses to Question 7.2., “Please indicate where a researcher at your institution (whether staff, student, or
external researcher) can find support for the digital scholarship activities listed below” (27 responses).
49. e again, it should be noted that ARL’s research relates to the situation in member libraries c. 2015-16 and that
if this survey was repeated now, these roles are unlikely to still be classed as new.
50. Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.org/10.29242/spec.350, p. 85.
51. Question 18, “How often do researcher or practitioners from the disciplines below come to your library for
support with digital scholarship activities? Please make one selection per row” (27 responses).
52. Question 18.2., “How often do members of the different user categories below come to your library for support
with digital scholarship activities? Please make on selection per row” (27 responses).
53. Question 18, “How often do researcher or practitioners from the disciplines below come to your library for
support with digital scholarship activities? Please make one selection per row” (27 responses).
54. Question 19, “Are you involved in any consortial activity in regards to the development and delivery of digital
scholarship activities with partners outside of your institution?” (27 responses).
55. Within the RLUK survey, greater definition was given regarding what represented ‘often’ (monthly),
‘sometimes’ (annually) to encourage greater consistency in responses. These definitions were not included
within the ARL survey, so what constituted ‘often’ was open to interpretation by those completing the survey.
The comparison of results can therefore only be illustrative.
56. Question 20, “Please indicate the source(s) of funds that support library digital scholarship activities. Check
all that apply (27 responses) and Question 36, “What are the main routes through which the digitisation of
collections is funded? Please select all those that apply” (30 responses).
57. Question 20, “Please indicate the source(s) of funds that support library digital scholarship activities. Check all
that apply (27 responses).
58. Joy, Kilfeather, Derven, & Healy, Digital scholarship services and supports, February 2019, http://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.2558148, p.11; Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.
org/10.29242/spec.350, p. 9.
59. Ibid.,
60. It is impossible from the survey results to establish the monetary value grant funding from researchers, and
thus only a high-level assessment of their perceived significance can be achieved by this work.
61. Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.org/10.29242/spec.350, p. 91.
62. Responses to Question 22, “If yes or you plan to, what assessment method(s) does/will your library use? Check
all that apply” (9 responses).
63. Responses to Question 24, “Has any assessment of your library digital scholarship support efforts led to
changing services, organisation, staff responsibilities etc?” (12 responses).
64. In response to Question 23. “Of the assessment methods already used, which has been the most useful for
evaluation the library’s digital scholarship support efforts?”
65. Those issues relating to special collections having recently been explored by Kamposiori, C. and Crossley, S.
(2019), Evidencing the Impact and Value of Special Collections. RLUK Report.
66. Question 22.1. “Please briefly describe the “other assessment method” (3 responses).
67. Question 23, “Of the assessment methods already used, which has been the most useful for evaluating the
library’s digital scholarship support efforts? (6 responses).
68. Question 24, “Has any assessment of your library digital scholarship support efforts led to changing services,
organisation, staff responsibilities etc?” (12 responses).
69. Ibid.,
70. Question 24.1. “if yes, please briefly described what changed’’ (4 responses).
71. Ibid.,
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NOTES
72. C. Kamposiori and S. Crossley, Evidencing the Impact and Value of Special Collections, RLUK Report, 2019,
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Evidencing-impact-and-value-of-special-collections.pdf
(accessed on 23/05/2019).
73. Joy, Kilfeather, Derven, & Healy, Digital scholarship services and supports, February 2019, http://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.2558148, p.11; Mulligan, Supporting digital scholarship, May 2016, https://doi.
org/10.29242/spec.350, p. 10.
74. Ibid.,
75. In response to Question 28, “How is the collecting determined? Is there an established collecting policy
regarding digital collections?” (30 unique member responses).
76. In response to Question 27, “How would you describe your approach to collecting digital materials within your
library?” (30 unique member responses).
77. Although these figures do not include non-print legal deposit (NPLD) collections from the three national
libraries; Free-text response to Question 30.1. (25 responses).
78. Free-text responses to Question 30.2, “How big would you estimate your library’s digital collections to be?
Born digital (petabytes/terabytes/gigabytes/other unit)” (24 responses).
79. Question 31, “Which of the following born digital materials does your library collect?” (30 unique responses)
80. In response to Question 32, ”What is the origin of the born digital material collected by the library?” (30
unique responses).
81. In response to Question 33, “in which formats do you expect to see the most significant growth in acquisitions
over the next five years? Please select up to three formats” (30 unique responses).
82. Question 34.7, “Do you have or are you intending to create any policies relating to the management of born
digital materials?” (32 responses).
83. In response to Question 35, “What is the main motivation for the creation of digital surrogates of analogue
collections?” (30 unique responses).
84. In response to Question 36. “What are the main routes through which the digitisation of collections is funded?
Please select all those that apply” (30 unique responses).
85. In response to Question 35., “what is the main motivation for the creation of digital surrogates of analogue
collections?’ (30 unique responses) and Question 38, “When planning and undertaking a digitisation project,
how important do you consider the following factors?” (30 unique responses).
86. Ibid.,
87. In response to Question, 36.1, “If you have stated other, please provide details of these funding sources” (7
responses).
88. In response to Question 37., “Are you a member of a collaborative digitisation programme/initiative with
another organisation?” (30 unique responses).
89. Both the Jisc collaborative project formerly known as Independent Voices (https://www.jisc.ac.uk/rd/projects/
digitising-20th-century-social-movements, accessed 23/05/19) and the British Library’s Unlocking our
Sound Heritage (https://www.bl.uk/projects/unlocking-our-sound-heritage, accessed 23/05/19) were cited as
collaborative projects in which respondents had been involved.
90. In response to Question 37.2. “if not, but would be interested in joining, please provide details of any
particular collection-areas you would wish to prioritise within a consortium” (13 responses).
91. Question 38, “When planning and undertaking a digitisation project, how important do you consider the
following factors” (30 unique responses).
92. Question 39, “What are the main challenges in acquiring and managing digital collections? Please select each
challenge and provide further details” (30 unique responses).
93. Section 6, above, in response to Question 20. “Please indicate the source(s) of funds that support library
digital scholarship activities. Check all that apply”.
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NOTES
95. Work has recently been undertaken regarding the use of academic citations to demonstrate the impact of
collections, see: Citation Capture: Enhancing understanding of the use of unique and distinct collections
within academic research and the research outputs produced as a result (2018) an RLUK, Jisc, TNA report,
https://www.rluk.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Citation_Capture_Report_2018.pdf (accessed 23/05/19)
96. See Section 4.
97. This section relates to questions 25-26 of the digital scholarship survey.
98. Response to Question 25, “What do you expect research libraries’ role in supporting digital scholarship
activities will be in the future?” (24 responses).
99. Ibid.
100 Question 26, “Please provide details of up to three priorities your institution has for its digital scholarship
activities in the coming year” (22 responses).
101 In response to Question 40., “In terms of what RLUK might do to support your library around the digital shift
within collections, how important would you rate the following activities […] identify, share, and develop good
practice/case studies in relation to the digital shift?” (36 responses) and in response to Question 42, “Would
you be willing, at a later date, to supply a short case study of activities or initiative that you are currently
undertaking?” (33 responses).
102 In response to Question 42.1. “If yes, please provide details of a potential case study topic(s)” (22 responses).
103 93% (29) of respondents to Question 34.8, “Would you be willing to share this/these [policies] with other
RLUK members? (31 responses); 78% (23) of respondents to question 16.3. “Would you be willing to share job
descriptions of these positions with other members of the DSN?” (23 responses).
104 In response to Question 40, “In terms of what RLUK might do to support your library around the digital
shift within collections, how important would you rate the following activities […] Highlight professional
development or training opportunities within and outside RLUK for colleagues working with digital fields (36
responses)
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I - COLLATED DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP SURVEY
6. Is there a dedicated digital scholarship Department/Team/Network within your library?
(this can include those relating to digital humanities)*
Responses
Yes
Yes, but focused on digital humanities
No
Not sure/Don’t know

Respondents
7
4
15
1

26%
15%
56%
4%

7. From where do digital scholarship activities or initiatives originate? Check all that apply
Responses

Respondents

From within the library
From researchers, in partnership with the
From
(library as service provider)
libraryresearchers
(library as partner)
From third parties/external organisations
Other

18
19
18
15
5

69%
73%
69%
58%
19%

7.2. Please indicate where a researcher at your institution (whether staff, student, or external researcher)
can find support for the digital scholarship activities listed below.*

Elsewhere
outside the
institution
3

Not currently
supported

Unknown

7

Elsewhere
in the
institution
17

2

6

Digitisation/imaging of analogue material

26

5

2

0

2

Curating digital collections

27

9

0

0

1

Metadata creation

27

5

0

0

0

Digital preservation

25

4

1

1

0

Data curation and management

25

9

2

0

1

3-D modelling and printing

7

15

2

4

6

Statistical analysis/support

8

20

3

4

4

Digital exhibits

22

10

1

0

3

Project planning

13

18

1

2

4

Digital publishing

18

8

3

4

6

Project management

10

19

2

2

3

Digital Scholarship Activities
GIS and digital mapping

In the
library
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Computational text analysis/support

7

15

4

2

7

11

14

4

3

6

8

17

3

1

5

10

15

4

1

6

8

15

3

3

6

13

13

3

1

5

Developing digital scholarship software

7

13

4

3

7

Other DS activity

4

4

2

0

21

Interface design and/or usability
Visualisation
Database development
Technical upkeep
Encoding content (e.g., TEI markup)

8. Please indicate whether digital scholarship support is available to the following users. Check all that apply.*
Responses
Affiliated researchers (staff and fellows)
External researchers
Students (undergraduate)
Students (postgraduates)
General public
Third parties and commercial
Selected categories of researchers
Other
None of the above

20
11
14
20
4
8
4
3
2

Respondents
74%
41%
52%
74%
15%
30%
15%
11%
7%
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10. Please indicate which categories of library staff support the digital scholarship activities listed below. Check all
that apply.

Librari
an

Archivist

Other
professional
(e.g., IT, HR,
financial)

Curating
digital
Digitisation/i
collections
maging of
Digital
analogue
preservation
material
Metadata
creation
Data curation
and
GIS
and
management
digital
Digital
mapping
exhibits
Project
planning
Digital
publishing
Project
management
Interface
design and/or
Visualisation
usability

23

23

9

8

4

2

0

1

0

1

17

20

9

14

2

2

0

2

1

2

15

22

14

4

1

1

0

0

1

2

25

23

6

9

4

2

1

3

1

1

22

15

14

6

1

2

1

0

1

1

8

2

9

2

1

1

1

0

0

12

15

17

14

9

4

3

2

2

2

4

13

11

14

5

0

0

1

0

0

8

14

6

10

5

1

0

1

0

0

10

11

10

14

5

0

0

2

0

0

9

7

3

17

2

1

1

2

0

0

8

5

3

10

3

2

2

2

0

1

11

Computation
al text
Technical
analysis/supp
upkeep
ort
Encoding
content (e.g.,
Statistical
TEI markup)
analysis/
Database
support
development
3-D modelling
and printing
Developing
digital
Other
DS
scholarship
activity
software

4

1

11

1

2

7

2

0

1

13

3

2

14

1

1

1

2

0

0

10

7

8

8

4

3

1

2

0

0

10

2

0

9

3

1

1

2

0

1

14

2

2

15

2

1

1

2

0

1

10

3

1

8

3

1

2

3

0

0

16

2

2

11

3

1

1

2

0

1

13

4

3

4

1

1

1

2

0

0

20

Activities

Ugrad
Support
staff

Interns

Pgrad.
Assist.

Assist.
V.teers

Other
staff
category

Activity
is not
undertak
en
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11. To help us understand how staff are organised within the library to develop and deliver digital scholarship, for
each activity listed below, please indicate whether staff:
Distributed
across library

Library DS
team

Single library
department/unit

Library DS
centre/hub/lab

Unknown

Curating digital
collections
Digitisation/imaging of

17

3

9

2

0

12

3

15

0

0

analogue
material
Data curation
and
management
Metadata creation

13

3

13

0

1

22

2

7

1

0

GIS and digital
mapping
Digital preservation

3

2

7

1

17

16

2

10

0

1

Digital exhibits

12

1

13

2

3

Project planning

16

2

3

1

10

Digital publishing

8

2

10

0

9

Project management

14

2

4

1

11

Interface design
and/or
usability
Visualisation

7

3

7

0

12

4

1

5

0

18

Computational text
analysis/
support
3D modelling
and

3

3

4

1

18

4

1

3

1

20

printing
Technical upkeep

6

3

8

1

11

Database
development
Encoding content (e.g.,

6

2

9

1

11

7

2

5

1

15

TEI
markup)
Statistical
analysis/support
Developing digital

5

2

5

0

17

4

3

9

1

14

scholarship
software
Other DS activity

2

1

1

1

22

Total Responses

181

43

147

15

210

Percentages

30%

7%

25%

3%

35%

Activity

13. Has any department/unit been created or reorganised specifically to develop and deliver digital scholarship
activities within the library?
Yes
No
Not yet, but we plan to
No, but elsewhere within the university/institution

11
14
0
2

41%
52%
0%
7%
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16. Please indicate whether these are existing positions that already had the right skills to support DS activities,
existing positions that were redefined by adding DS support responsibility, or new positions created specifically to
support DS activities.
Existing with right skills
Redefined by adding DS support
New position

37 45%
24 29%
21 26%

17. Please indicate where the most significant digital scholarship skill gaps are in your library. Check all that apply.
Activities

Skill Gap

Most critical
to improve

No skill gap
perceived

Focus for the DSN

Visualisation
Computational text analysis/support
Statistical analysis/support
Developing digital scholarship software
Project management
Data curation and management
Interface design and/or usability
Digital publishing
3-D modelling and printing
Encoding content (e.g., TEI markup)
Database development
Digital preservation
Project planning
GIS and digital mapping
Technical upkeep
Digital exhibits
Metadata creation
Curating digital collections
Digitisation/imaging of analogue material
Building IT infrastructures
Other DS-related skill(s)

23
22
18
17
4
8
12
10
17
18
9
11
4
21
11
10
2
8
4
7
6

6
10
6
3
1
6
2
4
1
4
1
10
0
0
3
0
1
1
1
3
1

4
4
8
9
23
18
13
16
9
7
17
13
23
5
15
16
25
18
22
17
20

2
3
1
3
0
3
5
1
0
5
1
5
0
3
2
2
1
5
0
5
1
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18. How often do researchers or practitioners from the disciplines below come to your library for support with
digital scholarship activities? Please make one selection per row.
Disciplines
Humanities disciplines

Very often Often
(weekly)
(monthly)
9
6

Sometimes
(annually)

Occasionally
(adhoc)

Never

5

7

0

Creative or performing arts
disciplines
Social sciences disciplines

2

3

8

9

5

4

7

7

8

1

STEM-based disciplines

3

3

6

9

6

Other disciplines

0

1

1

8

17

Those outside of your institution:
community groups and general
public
Those outside of your institution:

1

4

7

11

4

0

3

7

10

7

companies and third parties

18.2. How often do members of the different user categories below come to your library for support with digital
scholarship activities? Please make one selection per row.

Undergraduate

1

5

6

Occasionally
(adhoc)
12

Postgraduate (taught)

2

5

6

12

2

Postgraduate (researcher)

7

6

4

9

1

Early Career Researcher

10

3

4

8

2

Established Researcher

8

5

5

8

1

Disciplines

Very often
(weekly)

Often
(monthly)

Sometimes
(annually)

Never
3

19. Are you involved in any consortial activity in regards to the development and delivery of digital scholarship
activities with partners outside of your institution?
Yes
No
No, but we would like to explore consortial approaches

16
3
8

59%
11%
30%
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20. Please indicate the source(s) of funds that support library digital scholarship activities. Check all that apply.
Responses

Respondents

26
22
17
9
10
8
7
4
4
2
2

96%
81%
63%
33%
37%
30%
26%
15%
15%
7%
7%

Library general budget
Grant funds from the researcher
Grants to the library
Funds from the parent institution—general funds
Gifts
Endowment
Funds from the parent institution—academic department funds
Fees paid by external researchers
Dedicated DS budget
Fees paid by institutional researchers
Other source of funds

21. Has your library formally assessed or evaluated, or been assessed upon, its ability to support digital
scholarship activities, for example by collecting project data, interviewing individuals, conducting focus groups,
surveying users, etc.?
Responses

Respondents

3
6
6
0

11%
22%
22%
0%

12

44%

Yes
Not yet, but it is planned
Not yet at the assessment stage
No, but assessment is undertaken elsewhere within our
organisation
No, and there is no plan to do so

22. If yes or you plan to, what assessment method(s) does/will your library use? Check all that apply.

Collect and analyse data on number of projects
Collect and analyse data on number of consultations
Interviews with individual researchers
User satisfaction survey
Conducting focus group
Other assessment method

Responses
5
6
6
5
3
2

Respondents
56%
67%
67%
56%
33%
22%

24. Has any assessment of your library digital scholarship support efforts led to changing services, organisation,
staff responsibilities, etc.?

Yes
No

Responses

Respondents

4
8

33%
67%
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27. How would you describe your approach to collecting digital materials within your library?*
27.1. Born digital

Responses

Proactive
Passive/Reactive
Collaborative

Respondents

8
19
3

27%
63%
10%

16
11
3

53%
37%
10%

27.2. Acquired digital surrogates/digitised material
Proactive
Passive/Reactive
Collaborative

28. How is this collecting determined? Is there an established collecting policy regarding digital collections?
Responses

Respondents

Yes, the collection of digital material is contained within our library’s
general collecting policy

24

80%

Yes, we have a dedicated collecting policy for digital collections
No, but we intend to include digital collections within our general
collecting
No,
but wepolicy
intend to create a dedicated digital collecting policy
No
Other

0
4
1
0
1

0%
13%
3%
0%
3%

29. In terms of your digital collections, what portion would you estimate are
0-25
Born-digital (any format)
Digital surrogates
Hybrid

26-50
22
8
29

51-75
4
6
1

76-100
2
5
0

2
11
0

31. Which of the following born digital materials does your library collect?
Responses
email
text-based documents (for example Word documents, PDFs)
presentations (for example PowerPoint)
spreadsheets (for example Excel)
Images
Videos
CAD drawings
3D models
data sets and data bases
Software and applications
Other born digital materials

21
30
27
30
29
27
8
6
23
8
9

Respondents
70%
100%
90%
100%
97%
90%
27%
20%
77%
27%
30%
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32. What is the origin of the born digital material collected by the library?
Responses

Respondents

14
11
5
15
17
18
9
22
1

47%
37%
17%
50%
57%
60%
30%
73%
3%

From within the library (project based)
From within the library (business as usual)
From within a digital scholarship Centre or Unit (including digital humanities)
From academic departments and units
From individual academics
Central university/parent organisation
External research partners
Third parties outside of parent organisation
Other

33. In which formats do you expect to see the most significant growth in acquisitions over the next five years?*
Please select up to three formats.

email
text-based documents (for example Word documents, Google
documents)
presentations (for example PowerPoint)
spreadsheets (for example Excel)
PDFs
images and videos
CAD drawings
3D models
data sets and data bases
Software and applications
Across all categories
Other born digital materials

Responses

Respondents

14
17

47%
57%

2
4
8
16
0
1
12
3
8
3

7%
13%
27%
53%
0%
3%
40%
10%
27%
10%

35. What is the main motivation for the creation of digital surrogates of analogue collections?

To enable digital scholarship activities (e.g. TDM, classification,
automated analysis)
To provide online access to analogue collections
For inclusion within digital exhibitions
For use within research projects
For use within teaching and the creation of educational resources
To enable the commercial sale or reuse of collections
For preservation
Other reasons

Responses

Respondents

0

0%

23
0
2
1

77%
0%
7%
3%

0
3
1

0%
10%
3%
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36. What are the main routes through which the digitisation of collections is funded? Please select all those that
apply
Responses

Respondents

23
18
18
16
13
12
7
5

77%
60%
60%
53%
43%
40%
23%
17%

External project-based funding (e.g. HLF)
Occasional or ad-hoc budgets
External research funding (e.g. AHRC)
Through the wider library budget
Through a dedicated budget within the library for digitisation
Through a commercial partner
Institutional or wider faculty budgets
Other

37. Are you a member of a collaborative digitisation programme/initiative with another organisation(s)?
Responses

Respondents

7
11
12

23%
37%
40%

Yes
No
No, but would be interested in joining

38. When planning and undertaking a digitisation project, how important do you consider the following factors?
[1-5 Check box, with 1 being unimportant and 5 being very important].
1 - Unimportant
Commercial return on digitisation
Access and discoverability
Use for a specific project
Potential re-use in the future
Whether material has already been
digitised elsewhere
Other

2 - low
importance

14
0
0
0
2
20

3Moderate
10
0
5
0
2
1

4important
5
0
7
5
7
3

5 - very
important
1
4
10
13
7
2

0
26
8
12
12
4

39. What are the main challenges in acquiring and managing digital collections? Please select
each challenge and provide further details of the nature of this challenge besides where
appropriate.
Responses
Funding
Staff skills and training
Available systems
Hardware and infrastructure
Institutional engagement
Licensing/copyright

28
25
19
17
17
16

Respondents
93%
83%
63%
57%
57%
53%
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40. In terms of what RLUK might do to support your library around the digital shift within collections, how
important would you rate the following activities. Each activity can be ranked from 1-5, with 5 being very
important.
1Unimportant

2 - low
importance

3Moderate

4important

5 - very
important

Provide peer networking opportunities
between colleagues working with digital
collections (rank 1-5)

0

0

4

18

14

Identify, share, and develop good
practice/case studies in relation to the
digital shift? (rank 1-5)

0

1

8

8

19

Highlight professional development or
training opportunities within and outside
RLUK for colleagues working within
digital fields (rank 1-5)

1

3

8

9

15

Create and deliver a tangible programme
of work to support members around
digital services and collections (rank 1-5)

1

1

9

16

9

Identify opportunities for collaboration
in digital fields (rank 1-5)

1

0

10

16

9
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APPENDIX II - DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP SURVEY: QUESTIONS
Introduction
RLUK’s strategy, Reshaping Scholarship 2018-2021, outlines 8 core challenges which are being faced by RLUK
members. Challenge 1 relates to the creation and management of digital scholarship services and the necessary
skills and infrastructure to support these, whereas Challenge 5 relates to the digital shift occurring within collections.
This survey intends to uncover the range and variety of digital scholarship services being developed and delivered by
RLUK members, the infrastructural and skills challenges these present, and to explore how these relate to the
acquisition, use, and preservation of born digital and digitised collections.
This survey is divided into 8 Sections. Sections 1-7 of this survey ask questions regarding the digital scholarship
services being developed and delivered by RLUK members, the infrastructure that supports these, the intended
audience of these initiatives, and what challenges and skills requirements these bring. Section 8 asks questions
about the digital shift occurring within collections, specifically about the acquisition, management, presentation, and
preservation of born digital collections and the motivation, infrastructure, and funding for digitisation alongside the
re-use of digital surrogates.
Sections 1-8 are open to members of RLUK’s digital scholarship Network (DSN), whereas Section 8 is open to
members of the Special Collections Leadership Network (SCLN). This survey will therefore inform the early work of
the DSN and the ongoing work of the SCLN around digitisation and digital surrogates. Where possible, we
recommend that colleagues that belong to the DSN/SCLN discuss their answers with one another prior to
completing this survey and submit a single institutional response. Where this isn’t possible, two institutional
responses are permitted.
The results of this survey will be shared with both networks and will be brought together in a published report. The
results will also inform the programme of work for both networks.
We would like to thank members for completing this survey.
Survey structure and questioning
This survey seeks to build on previous research undertaken by RLUK, whilst aligning some of its questions with
international research undertaken by the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) and the Consortium of National and
University Libraries (CONUL). It therefore intends to provide a comprehensive overview of activities occurring across
the RLUK membership, whilst enabling international benchmarking with that occurring elsewhere.
In alignment with the research undertaken by the ARL (underpinning SpecKit350) and CONUL (initial findings), this
survey is structured around 19 categories of digital scholarship activity and asks how and where services and
support can be found for each.
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Important information:
This survey is designed to provide a comprehensive overview of the digital scholarship activities and digital shift
occurring across RLUK’s membership. It has 42 questions, which are divided into 8 sections, and these can be
answered through a combination of tick-boxes and free text entry. We estimate that the full survey will take around
60-90 minutes to complete.
A number of questions may require you to consult with colleagues in order to provide accurate answers and we
therefore advise colleagues to review all of the survey questions in this PDF before they attempt to complete this
survey via the online form.
If you have any questions about the content or format of this survey, or have any difficulties in completing its
questions, please don’t hesitate to contact Matt Greenhall: matthew.greenhall@rluk.ac.uk.
Questions marked * are compulsory
GDPR statement:
Aggregated and anonymised results may be published in conferences or publications. Please see our Data Protection
Policy at https://www.rluk.ac.uk/data-protection-policy/
Qualifying and routing questions
Please note: in reporting, all answers will be made anonymous.
1. Name* __________________ [FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
1.1. Email address * __________________ [FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
2. Job title* __________________ [FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
3. Which RLUK member do you work for?* __________________ [FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
3.1. Is your library a part of a converged service with IT? [CHECK BOX]
Yes
No
No, not yet
No plans
4. Which RLUK networks are you a member of?* [CHECK BOX]
digital scholarship Network (DSN) [completes entire survey]
Special Collections Leadership Network (SCLN) [section 8 only]
Both the DSN and SCLN [completes entire survey]
SECTION 1 – SERVICES/SUPPORTS [DSN COMPLETION ONLY]
5. Within your library, please provide a working definition of digital scholarship (DS)* __________________ [FREE
TEXT RESPONSE]
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6. Is there a dedicated digital scholarship Department/Team/Network within your library? (this can include those
relating to digital humanities)*
[CHECK BOX]
Yes
Yes, but focused on digital humanities
No
Not sure/Don’t know
6.1. If digital scholarship activities are undertaken elsewhere within your institution, please describe
them.
[FREE TEXT ENTRY]
7. From where do digital scholarship activities or initiatives originate? Check all that apply [CHECK BOX]
From within the library
From researchers, in partnership with the library (library as partner)
From researchers (library as service provider)
From third parties/external organisations
Other
7.1. If you have stated other, please provide details [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
7.2. Please indicate where a researcher at your institution (whether staff, student, or external researcher) can find
support for the digital scholarship activities listed below.*
Check all that apply. [CHECK BOX]
digital scholarship Activities In the library

Elsewhere in the Elsewhere
institution
outside the
institution

Not currently
supported

Unknown

GIS and digital mapping
Digitisation/imaging of
analogue material
Curating digital collections
Metadata creation
Digital preservation
Data curation and
management
3-D modelling and printing
Statistical analysis/support
Digital exhibits
Project planning
Digital publishing
Project management
Computational text
analysis/support
Interface design and/or
usability
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Visualisation
Database development
Technical upkeep
Encoding content (e.g., TEI
markup)
Developing digital
scholarship software
Other DS activity
7.3. If you selected “Other DS activity” above, please briefly describe that activity(ies).
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
8. Please indicate whether digital scholarship support is available to the following users. Check all that apply.*
[CHECK BOX]
Affiliated researchers (staff and fellows)
External researchers
Students (undergraduate)
Students (postgraduates)
General public
Third parties and commercial
Selected categories of researchers
Other
8.1. If support is available only for selected categories of researchers, please briefly describe which
categories.
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
8.2. if you have answered “other”, please provide further details.
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
9. Please enter any additional comments that you may have about available digital scholarship support for
researchers at your institution. [FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
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SECTION 2 – STAFFING
This section of the survey focuses on what staff in your library are doing to support digital scholarship activities.
10. Please indicate which categories of library staff support the digital scholarship activities listed below. Check all
that apply. [CHECK BOX]*

Activities
Curating digital
collections
Digitisation/imaging
of analogue
material
Digital preservation
Metadata creation
Data curation and
management
GIS and digital
mapping
Digital exhibits
Project planning
Digital publishing
Project
management
Interface design
and/or usability
Visualisation
Computational text
analysis/support
Technical upkeep
Encoding content
(e.g., TEI markup)
Statistical analysis/
support
Database
development
3-D modelling and
printing
Developing digital
scholarship
software
Other DS activity

Other
professional
Other Activity is
(e.g., IT, HR, Support
Pgrad. Ugrad
staff
not
Librarian Archivist financial) staff
Interns Assist. Assist. Volunteers category undertaken
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10.1. If you selected “Other DS activity” above, please briefly describe the activity(ies) and identify the
staff category that supports it.
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
10.2. If you selected “Other staff category” above, please identify the category and briefly describe the
activities they support.
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
SECTION 3 - STAFF ORGANISATION AND SPACE
This section asks questions about how staff are organised in order to deliver digital scholarship services.
11. To help us understand how staff are organised within the library to develop and deliver digital scholarship, for
each activity listed below, please indicate whether staff: *
Are distributed across the library,
Are part of a digital scholarship team within the library,
Are part of a single department or unit within the library (whose focus goes beyond DS),
Are centralised in a digital scholarship Centre/hub/lab within the library
Check all that apply. [CHECK BOX]
Activity

Distributed across Library DS Single library
library
team
department/unit

Library DS
centre/hub/lab

Unknown

Curating digital collections
Digitisation/imaging of
analogue material
Data curation and
management
Metadata creation
GIS and digital mapping
Digital preservation
Digital exhibits
Project planning
Digital publishing
Project management
Interface design and/or
usability
Visualisation
Computational text analysis/
support
3D modelling and printing
Technical upkeep
Database development
Encoding content (e.g., TEI
markup)
Statistical analysis/support
Developing digital scholarship
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software
Other DS activity
Total Responses
11.1. If you selected “Other DS activity” above, please specify the activity(ies) and identify how support is
organised.
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
12. If you indicated above that library staff who develop and deliver DS activities are part of a single
department/unit, please specify which activities and identify the department(s)/unit(s).
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
13. Has any department/unit been created or reorganised specifically to develop and deliver digital scholarship
activities within the library? [CHECK BOX]*
Yes
No
Not yet, but we plan to
No, but elsewhere within the university/institution
13.1. If yes, please identify the department(s)/unit(s) and the year it was created/reorganised. [FREE TEXT
ENTRY]
13.2. If yes, what has been the impact of its creation? [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
On researchers:
On activities/projects:
On staff:
Other impacts:
13.3. If not within the library, but elsewhere within the university/institution, where is this unit or
department situated? [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
14. Please enter any additional comments you may have about how library staff are engaged in developing and
delivering digital scholarship activities (e.g. the existence of any other units or departments, degree of
agency/proactivity in creating services). [FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
STAFF PROFILES
In the next set of questions, we are asking for some more detailed information about a few of the library staff whose
work is most closely tied to digital scholarship-related activities.
15. Please enter the job title (not the name) of up to four staff members whose responsibilities include offering
significant support for digital scholarship related activities.
Position one: [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
Position two: [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
Position three: [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
Position four: [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
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16. Please indicate whether these are existing positions that already had the right skills to support DS activities,
existing positions that were redefined by adding DS support responsibility, or new positions created specifically to
support DS activities. [CHECK BOX]
Position one

position two

position three position four

Existing with right skills
Redefined by adding DS support
New position
16.1 If the position was redefined, please briefly describe how the job responsibilities, skills, expectations,
etc. changed from the previous to the current position.
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
16.2 If this is a new position, please briefly describe whether it was created to meet a specific need or
challenge, and what this was.
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
16.3 Would you be willing to share job descriptions of these positions with other members of the DSN?
[CHECK BOX]
Yes
No
SECTION 4 - SKILL GAPS
The DSN “Interests and Expectations survey” identified training and the addressing of skills gaps as key concerns of
members. The following section asks questions relating to the perceived skills gaps within your library.
17. Please indicate where the most significant digital scholarship skill gaps are in your library. Check all that apply.
Then select up to three skill areas that you think are most critical to improve at this time. [CHECK BOX]*
Activities

Skill
Gap

Most critical to
improve

No skill gap
perceived

Visualisation
Computational text
analysis/support
Statistical analysis/support
Developing digital scholarship
software
Project management
Data curation and management
Interface design and/or usability
Digital publishing
3-D modelling and printing
Encoding content (e.g., TEI
markup)
Database development
Digital preservation
Project planning
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GIS and digital mapping
Technical upkeep
Digital exhibits
Metadata creation
Curating digital collections
Digitisation/imaging of analogue
material
Building IT Infrastructures
Other DS-related skill(s)
17.1. If you selected “Other DS-related skill(s)” above, please briefly describe the skill(s).
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
17.2. How might the DSN support colleagues in the acquisition of these skills?
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
SECTION 5 - PARTNERSHIPS
18. How often do researchers or practitioners from the disciplines below come to your library for support with
digital scholarship activities? Please make one selection per row. [CHECK BOX]*

Disciplines

Very often
Often
(weekly)
(monthly)

Sometimes
(annually)

Occasionally
(adhoc)
Never

Humanities disciplines
Creative or performing arts
disciplines
Social sciences disciplines
STEM-based disciplines
Other disciplines
Those outside of your institution:
community groups and general
public
Those outside of your institution:
companies and third parties
18.1 If you have selected “other disciplines” please provide further details [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
18.2. How often do members of the different user categories below come to your library for support with
digital scholarship activities? Please make one selection per row [CHECK BOX]*

Disciplines

Very often
Often
(weekly)
(monthly)

Sometimes Occasionally
(annually) (adhoc)
Never

Undergraduate
Postgraduate (taught)
Postgraduate (researcher)
Early Career Researcher
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Established Researcher
19. Are you involved in any consortial activity in regards to the development and delivery of digital scholarship
activities with partners outside of your institution?*
Yes
No
No, but we would like to explore consortial approaches
19.1. If yes, please provide further details [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
19.2. If no, but you would be interested in exploring consortial approaches, in what areas would these be?
[FREE TEXT ENTRY]
SECTION 6 - SOURCE OF FUNDS
20. Please indicate the source(s) of funds that support library digital scholarship activities. Check all that apply.
[CHECK BOX]*
Library general budget
Grants to the library
Grant funds from the researcher
Gifts
Funds from the parent institution—general funds
Endowment
Dedicated DS budget
Funds from the parent institution—academic department funds
Fees paid by institutional researchers
Fees paid by external researchers
Other source of funds
20.1. Please briefly describe the other source of funds. [FREE TEXT RESPONSE]

SECTION 7 - DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT
21. Has your library formally assessed or evaluated, or been assessed upon, its ability to support digital
scholarship activities, for example by collecting project data, interviewing individuals, conducting focus groups,
surveying users, etc.? [CHECK BOX]*
Yes
Not yet, but it is planned
Not yet at the assessment stage
No, but assessment is undertaken elsewhere within our organisation
No, and there is no plan to do so
21.1. If you have answered “no, but assessment is undertaken elsewhere within our organisation”, please
state where [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
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22. If yes or you plan to, what assessment method(s) does/will your library use? Check all that apply. [CHECK BOX]
Collect and analyse data on number of projects
Collect and analyse data on number of consultations
Interviews with individual researchers
User satisfaction survey
Conducting focus group
Other assessment method
22.1. Please briefly describe the other assessment method
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
23. Of the assessment methods already used, which has been most useful for evaluating the library’s digital
scholarship support efforts?
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
24. Has any assessment of your library digital scholarship support efforts led to changing services, organisation,
staff responsibilities, etc.?
Yes [CHECK BOX]
No [CHECK BOX]
24.1. If yes, please briefly describe what changed.
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
FUTURE ROLE OF LIBRARY SUPPORT FOR DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP
25. What do you expect research libraries’ role in supporting digital scholarship activities will be in the future?
[FREE TEXT RESPONSE]
26. Please provide details of up to three priorities your institution has for its digital scholarship activities in the
coming year [FREE TEXT RESPONSE]

[This section to be open to members of both the DSN and SCLN]
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SECTION 8 – DIGITAL SHIFT WITHIN COLLECTIONS
The questions in this section will explore the “digital shift” occurring within collections, which support, enable, and
are often the product of digital scholarship activities. It is open to members of both the digital scholarship Network
and the Special Collections Leadership Network.
This survey section is divided into four strands which explore different aspects of the digital shift within collections:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Collecting policies and organisational engagement
Collection formats and management (born digital)
Collection formats and management (digital surrogates)
Where might RLUK support work in this area

In terms of this survey, the digital shift in collections relates to the:
•
•

Creation, acquisition, preservation, and presentation of born digital materials (multi-format)
Creation and re-use of digital surrogates (multi-format)

Issues relating to the digital-shift within printed collections (journals, textbooks and monographs) will shortly be
undertaken by a new workstream, currently being developed by RLUK.
Collecting policies and organisational engagement
27. How would you describe your approach to collecting digital materials within your library?* [CHECK BOX]
27.1. Born digital [CHECK BOX]
Proactive
Passive/Reactive
Collaborative
27.1.1 Do you have any further comments regarding your approach to collecting Born Digital collections?
[FREE TEXT ENTRY]
27.2. Acquired digital surrogates/digitised material [CHECK BOX]
Proactive
Passive/Reactive
Collaborative
27.2.1. Do you have any further comments regarding your approach to acquiring digital
surrogates/digitised material? [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
28. How is this collecting determined? Is there an established collecting policy regarding digital collections?
[CHECK BOX]*
Yes, the collection of digital material is contained within our library’s general collecting policy
Yes, we have a dedicated collecting policy for digital collections
No, but we intend to include digital collections within our general collecting policy
No, but we intend to create a dedicated digital collecting policy
No
Other
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28.1. If other, please tell us how your library’s collecting of digital materials is determined [FREE TEXT]
29. In terms of your digital collections, what portion would you estimate are* [MULTIPLE CHOICE CHECK BOX]:
Born-digital (any format): 0-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100%
Digital surrogates: 0-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100%
Hybrid: 0-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100%
30. How big would you estimate your library’s digital collections to be?
Born Digital

Digital Surrogate/Digitised

Petabytes [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
Terabytes [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
Gigabytes [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
Other unit [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
Collection formats
Born digital materials
The following questions relate the format of born digital collections within your library.
31. Which of the following born digital materials does your library collect?* [CHECK BOX]
email
text-based documents (for example Word documents, PDFs)
presentations (for example PowerPoint)
spreadsheets (for example Excel)
Images
Videos
CAD drawings
3D models
data sets and data bases
Software and applications
Other born digital materials
31.1. If you have answered “other born digital materials” please provide a brief description of what these
are? [FREE TEXT]
31.2. If you have any further comments regarding the above formats, please provide a brief description
below [FREE TEXT]
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32. What is the origin of the born digital material collected by the library?* [CHECK BOX]
From within the library (project based)
From within the library (business as usual)
From within a digital scholarship Centre or Unit (including digital humanities)
From academic departments and units
From individual academics
Central university/parent organisation
External research partners
Third parties outside of parent organisation
Other
32.1. if you have answered “other” please provide a brief description below of where these objects
originate from? [FREE TEXT]
33. In which formats do you expect to see the most significant growth in acquisitions over the next five years?*
Please select up to three formats [CHECK BOX]
email
text-based documents (for example Word documents, Google documents)
presentations (for example PowerPoint)
spreadsheets (for example Excel)
PDFs
images and videos
CAD drawings
3D models
data sets and data bases
Software and applications
Across all categories
Other born digital materials
33.1. if you have answered “other born digital materials” please provide a brief description below of
where these objects originate from? [FREE TEXT]
34. Please state what you see as the main challenges you associate with the managing of born digital collections
under the following headings?
Acquisition: [FREE TEXT]
Preservation: [FREE TEXT]
Presentation: [FREE TEXT]
Discoverability: [FREE TEXT]
Funding: [FREE TEXT]
Other: [FREE TEXT]
34.1. Do you have or are you intending to create any policies relating to the management of born digital
materials? [FREE TEXT BOX]
34.2. Would you be willing to share this/these with other RLUK members? [CHECK BOX]
Yes
No
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Digital surrogates
This section asks questions about the creation and reuse of digital surrogates i.e. digital copies of analogue materials
held within an institution’s collection.
35. What is the main motivation for the creation of digital surrogates of analogue collections?* [CHECK BOX]
To enable digital scholarship activities (e.g. TDM, classification, automated analysis)
To provide online access to analogue collections
For inclusion within digital exhibitions
For use within research projects
For use within teaching and the creation of educational resources
To enable the commercial sale or reuse of collections
For preservation
Other reasons
35.1. If you have answered “for other reasons”, please provide a brief description of what these are [FREE
TEXT]
36. What are the main routes through which the digitisation of collections is funded? Please select all those that
apply* [CHECK BOX]
Through a dedicated budget within the library for digitisation
Through the wider library budget
Institutional or wider faculty budgets
Occasional or ad-hoc budgets
External research funding (e.g. AHRC)
External project-based funding (e.g. HLF)
Through a commercial partner
Other
36.1. If you have stated other, please provide details of these funding sources [FREE TEXT]
37. Are you a member of a collaborative digitisation programme/initiative with another organisation(s)?* [CHECK
BOX]
Yes
No
No, but would be interested in joining
37.1. if Yes, please provide a brief outline of what this is?
[FREE TEXT ENTRY]
37.2. if no, but would be interested in joining, please provide details of any particular collection-areas you
would wish to prioritise within a consortium.
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38. When planning and undertaking a digitisation project, how important do you consider the following factors?
[1-5 Check box, with 1 being unimportant and 5 being very important].*
Commercial return on digitisation
Access and discoverability
Use for a specific project
Potential re-use in the future
Whether material has already been digitised elsewhere
38.1. If you consider other factors to be important, please provide details [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
The challenges of managing digital collections
39. What are the main challenges in acquiring and managing digital collections? Please select each challenge and
provide further details of the nature of this challenge besides where appropriate.*

Funding [CHECK BOX]
Staff skills and training [CHECK BOX]
Available systems [CHECK BOX]
Hardware and infrastructure [CHECK BOX]
Institutional engagement [CHECK BOX]
Licensing/copyright [CHECK BOX]
39.1. Please detail the nature of the challenge for each option selected above.
[FREE TEXT ENTRY]
39.2. Could you provide us with further details of the challenges that you perceive in acquiring and
managing digital collections?
[FREE TEXT ENTRY]

40. In terms of what RLUK might do to support your library around the digital shift within collections, how
important would you rate the following activities.
Each activity can be ranked from 1-5, with 5 being very important.*
1. Provide peer networking opportunities between colleagues working with digital collections (rank 1-5)
2. Identify, share, and develop good practice/case studies in relation to the digital shift? (rank 1-5)
3. Highlight professional development or training opportunities within and outside RLUK for colleagues
working within digital fields (rank 1-5)
4. Create and deliver a tangible programme of work to support members around digital services and
collections (rank 1-5)
5. Identify opportunities for collaboration in digital fields (rank 1-5)
40.1. Are there any further ways in which RLUK can support members in meeting these challenges? [FREE
TEXT ENTRY]
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41. Are there any other things you would like to raise in relation to digital scholarship, the Digital Shift in
collections, or what RLUK might do to support these? [FREE TEXT ENTRY]
42. Would you be willing, at a later date, to supply a short case study of activities or initiatives that you are
currently undertaking? This will be shared amongst members of RLUK’s DSN and SCLN [CHECK BOX]
Yes
No
42.1. If yes, please provide details of a potential case study topic(s)
[FREE TEXT]
Thank you for completing this survey. Your time and insights are much appreciated. The RLUK board, executive,
and the convenors of the DSN and SCLN thank you for completing this survey. The collated results will be shared
in due course.
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